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Letter from the Editor
Greetings Readers,
Thank you once again for supporting a vision of literature that is both entertaining
and thought-provoking. In our sixth year of publishing Four Ties Lit Review, the
idea of having a central idea around which the magazine is organized has finally
taken hold. While not all submissions were strictly speaking “work” related neither
are all of the pieces we choose to publish. However, we do feel the issue has come
together in a way previous issues of 4Ties did not.
Part of the coherence of this issue might be due to the response to our call for
submissions. We were excited to see the sharp increase in submissions. We
processed nearly six hundred individual submissions; there were also two hundred
and seventy-three of those contained over a thousand poems, two hundred fiction
submissions, sixty-seven non-fiction submissions, and over two-hundred pieces of
graphic art.
We are ecstatic with this issues results; Fiction that’ll make you laugh, Nonfiction
that will surprise you, Poetry, and Graphic Art that will have your spirit soaring.
Our contributors’ artist visions are inspiring. We can’t wait to have to read the
issue.
This year we publicized a call for submissions of “Graphical Story Telling (visual
narrative).” Unfortunately, the response was underwhelming. We will not be
publishing any of those submissions. While disappointed in these results for this
bourgeoning genre we will continue to find ways to grow 4Ties. We will revisit our
efforts toward finding quality visual storytelling in the future.
The challenges and rewards of bringing 4Ties to publication combined with the
fact that we can bring new and favorite Authors and Artist to our audience are
what makes it so rewarding to do so. With this issue, we feel that 4Ties has turned
the corner and gained critical support. With the added interest comes opportunity
which may equate to additional work. So, in the coming year while we will continue
to grow the publication we will also turn to our audience and community for
support. The needs of a growing and vibrant publication have outgrown the
current resources available to us.
We thank you for supporting Four Ties Lit Review now and in the future.
Sincerely
Matthew W Larrimore
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Non Fiction

Yummy
By Pat St Pierre
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Blue Elastic Pants by Melissa Tombro
Every antique dealer’s house is filled with items that have become decoration
because they can’t be sold. There are things that they paid too much for, objects
that ended up being broken or worse, reproductions. Fifteen years after the last
time we did the flea market together, I sort through my grandmother’s stuff to sell
the items she cannot fit into her new nursing home. Items were initially the friends
she chose, but once she chose them, they become an inescapable part of her life.
She couldn’t get rid of them no matter how hard she tried. Her house is littered
with objects that were failed attempts at finding real treasure. Even my
grandmother’s set of Lenox is only half Lenox with another Lenox imposter filling
in the empty place settings. Odd numbered sets of glasses litter the cabinets while
plates my grandmother was convinced were worth good money hang on the walls
because she couldn’t get the right price. Toby mugs that were broken and glued
back together are sitting on a high shelf while figurines that are chipped are angled
just right so visitors can’t tell. Instead of her nice Royal Doultons, she has placed
little worn wooden German musical characters with no faces on her windowsill.
In her den is a stack of maps and atlases, essential to any good picker’s process
before the Internet came along. There are piles of them from Somerset Country,
North Plainfield, and the entire state of New Jersey. Beside them is a rectangular
piece of shirt box cardboard the size of a memo pad adorned with carefully clipped
newspaper sales. The sales are arranged in start time order and attached to the
cardboard on all sides with clear scotch tape. There were rules: get there early, but
if we get anything good, we end our day early and hit McDonald’s for breakfast.
For me, there is nothing that compares to the old garage sale sheet. When I look
for estate sales now, I try to cut and paste on my computer from Craigslist to a
word document and send it to my iPhone. It’s not the same although I do still star
and order them and use my trusty GPS instead of maps to show me the way on
foot.
My grandmother’s house before the sale seems so full of the stuff we pull out of its
hiding places. I find hats my grandmother has not worn in 40 years in a special
plastic hanging bag adorned with lace and artificial pink flowers. My sister and I try
to trace where they might be from, if one piece is from her wedding veil, pictures
which we’ve never seen. A couple of mink coats hang in the hall closet never worn
in my lifetime. Globe Wernicke barrister bookcases hold her antique price guides.
Her TV is on a Gustav Stickley desk.
In the bedrooms, I lay out meticulously taken care of old lady clothing – rows of
different colored elastic waisted polyester pants in peacock blue, brown and orange.
I empty out paisley silk blouses and tailored suit jackets. On the high shelves, at
least 50 plastic shoeboxes remind us of her previous life as a shoe salesman. I
remember going to lunch with her co-workers after she retired. They had names
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like Ginny and Florence, and ordered health plates with cottage cheese and
hamburgers.
“Your feet have gotten so big!” Grandma exclaimed one day to me when I was 16,
and my shoe size has gone from a 5 to a 5 ½. I can no longer wear her vintage
heels although I am still 5 ft like she was. Now I line them up as carefully as I can,
not retaining much of the neatness skills my grandma so dutifully tried to impart on
me. I price, price, price and get frustrated with my sister and mom for their pricing
schemes. This is the stuff I know, so I must be in charge.
“You think $18 is good for this?” my sister asks me, holding up a wall plate.
“No! It should be $22.”
She looks at me like I’m insane, but for some reason, every dollar amount matters
to me.
We arrange boxes of buttons and piles of linens on the green porch. We unearth
hundreds of pieces of cookware and canned goods from decades ago. We work
ourselves to the bone as only seasoned flea marketers can, our goal clearly in our
sights. We rush and organize, clean and price and shut out the pain. We price all the
pictures hanging on the wall, the mahogany dining room table, the chiming living
room clock my parents had given her 40 years before. So many objects are gifts
from my parents, reminiscent of the times they were cleaning out estates
themselves.
We work in shifts, in the main house and soon in Grandma’s basement which is
definitely most telling, remnants of a life in the antique business everywhere. Old
diapers used to wrap fragile glass, unprinted newspaper, popped bubble wrap,
dilapidated chandeliers, old drill bits without their drills, pieces of silver and glass,
empty picture frames, additional sets of furniture, benches, and packing trunks fill
the space.
I unwrap the objects like old friends. I have known some of them longer than my
real friends. I recognize the face of an old whiskey decanter with frightening clarity.
The Czech teapot with the wrong lid, probably from a matching sugar, with the
orange and yellow blossoms has been wrapped and unwrapped for years as
Grandma tried to pass it off as original after she had been duped herself. The paper
is so old it cracks, and the bubble wrap so used it is opaque. One salt, ashtrays that
are now unsellable, Japanese prints with cracked glass, boxes of jewelry pieces and
parts, loose rhinestones, and boxes of jet beads in the same box. I set up the heavy
metal folding tables the same way I used to at the flea market, but now inside my
Grandma’s basement, trying with one final thrust to sell what is left of her
antiquing life.
After the prep comes the day of the sale and we arrive early to do the final
arranging of the objects. Items are scattered throughout the house and mostly stay
in the rooms where they are found. I am in charge of the money.
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“Maybe I should set up a business doing this in Brooklyn?” I joke with my sister.
“Are you kidding? Doing this is a nightmare. Most people don’t even make any
money,” she responds.
“I think it’s a good idea.” My mother calls from the other room.
I put myself behind a table with a moneybox, eerily reminiscent of my early days at
the market. I am prepared to be fierce and unwilling to budge, dead set on getting
as much money for my grandma’s stuff as humanly possible.
I have carefully advertised the sale on-line and in the paper. I make all of the rare
objects stand out; I make it sound like a true estate. The ad goes as follows:
Complete Contents of House
Stickley desk, mahogany breakfront, dining room set sideboard, antique oil
paintings, glassware, dishware, mahogany china closet, vintage linens and
housewares, kitchen items, vintage clothing and hats, machinist tools, lathes, estate
– all must go!
Royal Bonn Mantel Clock
Lenox Dinnerware
Mahogany Table and chairs
Mahogany Drop Leaf Table
Mahogany China Closet
Occasional Chairs
Sofas
Antique Figural Lamps
Barrister Bookcase (3 stack)
Royal Doulton Figurines
Pot Belly Stove
Fenton
Twin Bedroom set (2 beds, nightstand, dresser, mirror)
Grandmother Clock
Drill Press
FOR SALE:
Volvo Model: 960 4 Door Station Wagon Burgundy 1996
134,000 miles
Despite my trepidation that no one will show, an hour ahead people start pulling
up in cars and lining up at the front of the door. They are all men, mostly in their
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50s with gray hair and lightweight jackets, chatting, ringing the doorbell, peeking in
the windows, and doing the rounds of the property. I am nervous inside, ready to
sell like I haven’t for years.
We let them in, and they canvas the house. A dealer comes in and pulls out a huge
wad of cash to pay for the mantle clock and a Victorian biscuit jar. A young couple
looks at the mahogany table but is too nervous to make an offer and leaves
abruptly. A man in work gear who can barely walk gets let in the garage to look for
scrap metal. He picks up large pieces of lead and pipe and spends hours
unsuccessfully negotiating their already low price. The man walking around the
property buys an old bottomed out iron pot, a birdbath, and lawn jockeys he has a
hired man take away. He helps the man who can barely walk as he trips on the
lawn. We sell hundreds of skeins of acrylic, boxes of 50s plastic elves and Santas
that used to adorn my grandma’s artificial tree, and holiday lights we dug out of the
precarious attic space about the stairs. I will not negotiate even a dollar.
Meewee, what can we take for this set of jars?” my sister asks me.
“What they are priced?” I respond
A dealer tries to claim a set of pictures, yelling at my sister as she takes them off the
wall.
“Those are mine,” she swats in her direction.
I call out sternly, “I think you misunderstand; she works here.”
I have to tell the lady three times before she comprehends what I’m saying. We
should have worn name tags.
Day two is nothing like day one as we face most of the items, which are leftover
from the first day’s sale. Now it is about moving it and moving it fast and giving
customers bargains they can’t resist. We make package deals, taking anything for
the remnants. An eager young man of about 23 uses his Iphone to look things up
on Ebay and keeps adding and adding to his pile, Japanese plates, brass
candlesticks, stainless steel flatware, Royal Doulton figurines, the more he buys, the
cheaper it gets as we succumb to pangs of empathy.
A pair of sisters spend hours working through the leftover stuff, trying on scarves
and shoes, picking through bathroom remnants and looking at rugs.
“Tell your Grandma she should feel good about this sale, I am on disability and am
getting a lot of good stuff here. Tell her she should feel good, cause her stuff is
going to someone who is on disability.”
She repeats the same thing for over an hour.
It is only after my grandmother’s sale that I start to miss the artifacts of a house
that are no longer there. I become terribly afraid that in the mist of memory as the
days go by I will no longer be able to recreate every nook and cranny. I won’t be
able to go there and take my husband so that he can really experience what my
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childhood was like, getting ready for the market and the daily things, like what it
meant to have dinner at my grandma’s house, and how the bread, the salad,
everything tasted somehow completely different than anywhere else.
Beaver dam teapot, sugar, and creamer, all shaped like beavers. Broken down band,
with chipped paint, indistinguishable features, drawer of cards, pens, pencils old
and not working ever. Face mug full of pens with ink stains, bowling trophies of
my grandfather who held every league record there was, linoleum floor in
rectangles of brown, fruit plates hanging on the walls, white chenille bedspreads,
holy water, doilies, piles of cards, a tin full of fastenings and thread. Boxes of all
kinds, shoe, store, angels on them, Christmas boxes, hatboxes, almost all of them
empty.
Even after they are cleaned out, it is easy to see Grandma’s rooms are all colormatched. A blue bathroom with swans and blue toilet, sink, cabinet, curtains, soap
dispenser, bathmat, towels, bath scrubbie, tissue paper holder that in the 80s
boasted matching toilet paper. The yellow bathroom the same. A pink bedroom for
the kids with pink carpet, wallpaper and her dark blue bedroom with a neon blue
shag rug and baby blue walls. The porch is matching greens, and the living room all
shades of beige.
My grandmother asks what we get for the objects, repeating the fleamarketeer’s
refrain, “They got a good deal on that, let me tell you. That’s worth a lot of money
you know.” She spent years preserving these items because they were special, or so
that one day she could get her money back for those mistakes and broken items.
She would be devastated to think we just gave them away. The pile of money from
the sale makes her happy as only a flea marketer could be with a stack of bills at
their disposal.
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Painting’s Just My Day Job by Ian Rogers
The pale white walls of my housemates’ bedroom are primed but unpainted, and
the trim around the windows forms a bland clash of white against white. There are
screw holes above the curtain rods, water stains behind the bed, and an uncaulked
gap above the baseboard where dirt and cough drop wrappers have become
wedged. The one trace of color is a square swatch of purple from a test kit on one
wall, below which the words White Lie have been penciled in neat capitals, a
reminder of a choice made long ago and recorded for some unscheduled future
painting date.
***
One of my housemates has a birthday coming but I don’t have anything to buy her;
anything she wants she buys for herself, and anything she doesn’t want will be
relegated to some far-off corner of the house, possibly unopened. She and her
husband are friends of mine from high school, and at present I’m living in their
spare room while I make progress on a novel and work my part-time from-home
job as a grader of standardized essays. It’s a transitory situation so I can finish the
novel and ultimately return to the world of full-time work, and though the freedom
and lack of structure suit my independent nature, I grow tired of reading the same
essays over and over and giving them the same numerical scores for eight hours at
a time.
It’s the husband’s idea that I paint their bedroom as a birthday gift, though in
retrospect I’m not sure how serious he was in suggesting this. The White Lie color
was chosen two years ago, and he knows his wife feels bothered that the room’s
still unpainted despite there being rollers, brushes, and tarps in the basement left
over from earlier painting projects—though said projects were completed before
their daughter was born and began monopolizing most (all) of their time. The
biggest eye-opener of my living situation has been realizing the futility of trying to
complete a project when you have a small child who’s prone to ear infections and
vomiting, and while I can prioritize my schedule to include novel writing, my
housemates get no respite from their fussy toddler. I feel relatively little of my
housemates’ struggles because I have access to earplugs, headphones, and a large
music selection for when the baby gets loud—plus I’ve realized that my sleeping
habits are sounder than I remember.
It occurs to me that if I don’t paint that room while I’m living here that it might
never be painted, or might only be painted when my housemates are well into
middle-age and their daughter is a teenager, by which time they’ll have spent nearly
two decades waking up every morning to the monotony of the white-on-white
primed walls that are as bland as the standardized tests I’ve begun to despise giving
scores to. I agree to paint the bedroom.
***
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Once, what seems like long ago because it occurred during a very different time, I
painted houses as my main source of income. This was after college, when my
student loans were higher than they are now and I didn’t have enough money to
move to a new city and hadn’t had much luck finding work where I was. I also
wasn’t sure what kind of work I wanted to do that wasn’t writing, and so after
bouncing between a series of temp jobs and medical studies, my father asked me if
I wanted to earn some money painting for him.
I grew up helping my father with his carpentry work, and I’m no stranger to
sawhorses, drills, belt sanders, and blowtorches; though the pattern thus far has
been that I’m strictly the helper, the pass-the-tools, grab-it-from-the-truck, do-asimple-task-over-and-over-for-a-day guy. I’ve never been in charge of my own
project because it was never practical for me to do so and honing my carpentry
skills always felt like a dubious investment when I knew I wanted life to take me
places far different than the construction sites my father drove to every
morning. This time, though, is different: my father will work solo trimming the
windows and doors while I work behind him and paint. The job is a low-budget
one on some rental houses where he doesn’t want to pay a professional; it also
doesn’t matter if it isn’t done perfectly, and it’s thus the perfect chance for me to
learn.
In between cuts on the chop saw he teaches me the basics: how to use the dry
white spackle to fill holes with my finger, how to caulk the cracks with a single
swipe of the caulking gun and wipe them with a wet cloth, how to quickly slosh on
the primer because it’s just going to get painted over anyway, how to fashion a
crude stool out of two taping compound buckets and an old board, how to remove
the doors, how to watch for drips, and how to cut together the edges so the trim
and wall lines form a smooth divide that’ll make the room look whole.
***
I set aside a Saturday to paint the bedroom and head to Home Depot the night
before with a carefully made list. I’ve bought my own supplies plenty of times but
never actually picked out the paint, and I’m surprised to learn that it only takes ten
minutes to mix and doesn’t need to be called in. I’ve just come from a job
interview and am still wearing my loosened tie and dress shoes, and when I talk to
the grizzled, tattooed man behind the counter I try to pretend I’m a busy office
worker who does home improvement projects in his spare time. The man doesn’t
blink an eye when I tell him the color but instead asks a series of questions:
“Interior or exterior?”
This one’s easy. “Interior.”
“Water-based or [here he describes something that seems to be oil-based, which I
used exactly once back in my painting days and had a bitch of a time cleaning up]”
“Water-based.”
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“You want eggshell, enamel, semi-gloss [here he trails off into a long list of what I
assume are textures that I realize I don’t know the difference between, and a
momentary panic sets in before I choose the one that sounds most familiar].”
“Semi-gloss.”
***
Painting the rental units comes with many benefits: I have money, I have a reason
to get up in the morning, I have a reason to leave the house, and I feel like my life
has direction again. Most days I drive to the job site with my father, and we work
separately, listening to a classic rock station of his choosing that plays the same
songs over and over. All of this changes once my father’s finished the window trim
and trained me to work solo since there are other jobs that need his
attention. After a few weeks, I start making the drive alone in my Volvo, tossing
supplies into my trunk and tuning my old boom box to NPR or popping in cassette
tapes because I don’t want to get paint on my MP3 player. It’s fall, and the air has
begun to chill; the leaves of the neighborhood have turned a crisp orange, and
because the heat’s turned off I work in an old Michigan State Spartans sweatshirt
that’s already dirty from other jobs.
It doesn’t feel at all like I’m spending eight hours a day painting, since eight hours
at my previous jobs had always felt painfully drawn out through confrontations
with coworkers and customers and bosses, all of whom have always wanted me to
do things a certain way. Here, though, it’s just me, and when the house is empty I
can choose the music just as I can choose which room to prime first and where to
place the roller tray and when to paint the doors; the project is under my control,
and its execution requires a series of planned steps. The process exists completely
removed from the rest of the world: there’s no email to check, no boss to answer
to, and no schedule to keep; there aren’t any meetings or time sheets or last-minute
changes of plan; there also isn’t any pressure, stress, self-consciousness, or worry
over what comes next, because in the moment the only thing that matters is
priming that single wall, painting that single ceiling, or caulking that one gap while
everything else melts away.
It takes some time before I develop the precision that comes with holding my hand
steady and deftly swiping the brush between the ceiling and the wall. With the
roller I make long, even passes starting in an empty space and moving toward the
painted section so the color spreads more evenly. My mind stays razor-focused;
the voices of Bono and Doug Hopkins and Diane Rehm are there but far away; my
mind is alive with thoughts and wandering to far-off places, but in the moment the
only thing that matters is making sure that one line is straight, that one bare patch
covered, that one hole filled.
***
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My housemates ask me if I need anything and I tell them nothing besides maybe
some iced tea. It’s a warm spring day, and I’ve spent the morning trying to borrow
a caulking gun from various people I thought might have one before finally caving
and buying one from the hardware store; my lack of planning has led to lots of
walking, and I begin the job already tired. I pull off my watch and change into an
old t-shirt before I spread the splattered tarps over the bed and dresser, then tape a
perimeter of clear plastic between the rug and the baseboard to catch drips. The
bedroom’s bigger than I thought and the taping takes quite a bit of time, though
when it’s done the room looks ready to be changed into something new.
I haven’t used a caulking gun in eight years and when I start the caulk begins
running uncontrollably onto the tube, my hands, and the ground. I wipe it up with
a wet rag I throw over my shoulder for just this purpose, and having that rag there
just like in the old times feels so comfortably familiar that I leave it on my shoulder
throughout the entire job, even when laying on my side to coat the low spots. My
process is simple: I start at one edge, work all the way around counterclockwise,
and by the time I’m done the place where I started is ready for a second coat. In
between there’s also sanding and hinge unscrewing and coats of paint for the
doors; planning the best order in which to do these things places me in command
again, the exhilaration I imagine busy administrators must experience when giving
orders. I feel my old eye for detail returning, the steadiness in my hand, the trick of
twisting the brush to coat an upper corner. This time there’s no music, only TV
and household noises and the sounds of a toddler thudding around, though once
again all of that rushes away as the only things that matter are my own thoughts
and the physical motions of the brush, movements made by muscle memory
without planning or second-guesses; the task moving from one stage to the next
under my control.
***
It was during that first painting job that I also started writing regularly, first in a
blog I was keeping and then on a larger writing project, a parody of Dungeons and
Dragons fantasy adventures with lots of pop culture and sex jokes. The incredible
thing about the painting job that’s different from any other job I’ve had is that after
the fatigue of the first few weeks has worn off, at the end of the workday I don’t
feel tired or drained or like I need to do nothing but watch movies all night; my
mind feels inherently sharp from the day’s concentration and filled with answers to
problems my unconscious has been mulling over while I paint. It’s during the
evening—after I’ve had a shower and a brief spacing-out period—that for the first
time ever I’m able to develop a set routine of sitting down to write, usually after my
father goes downstairs to watch television or goes to bed early. During these postwork evenings when the house is mine my focus feels absolute, the conflicts of the
story and the details and the sentences so real that working with them feels as easy
as priming around an electrical outlet.
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I don’t do much during this time besides work and write. On the weekends I see
friends or run errands and do other things that have to be done, but the painting
and the writing have formed a symbiotic bond I’m not even aware of until later:
when I’m painting, my mind is free to think about writing, and when I’m writing,
my mind is still sharp from a day of painting.
It feels like life was always this easy, that I’ve never had to stress over job searches
or student loans or miserable work conditions or how writing fits into my life or
what my future was going to look like, because for this period of three months the
only thing that matters is the focus of moving forward.
***
The bedroom’s taking longer to paint than I imagined; I’ve gotten a late start
because of the caulking gun hunt and because Saturday’s my one day really to sleep
in, so it’s three o’clock by the time I start the trim. I’ve estimated that the room
will take at most six hours to finish, though looking back I can’t imagine where this
number’s come from and whether I could have painted this room that quickly even
at my peak. Since I’m not wearing my watch and my phone is in the other room I
can only guess at the time, aware of its passing by the fading light outside the open
windows. My housemates stop asking me whether I need anything because they
know the answer will be no, or maybe they’re feeling embarrassed that they’re not
helping because they’re still exhausted from another week of stressful office work
and taking care of a sick toddler and have learned by now that I work best when
I’m alone. Still, the process doesn’t feel long because one step always follows
another and working counterclockwise around the room carries with it a rhythm of
never ceasing to move.
I think about my new novel a lot, especially a scene I’ve been working on where
one character’s reaction still feels stilted. In the process I recall a book I’ve finished
the night before and how well-rounded the characters felt as they moved toward
the climax. In the process of remembering this, a link appears between a character
in that book and a character in mine, and I realize intrinsically how to color her
reaction so that it carries over to the novel as a whole: the opening of a car door
will add a crucial physical element, and the question of her leaving will stir the
tension. I come to this conclusion while spreading paint in a corner but don’t stop
because everything, as before, feels connected.
***
Those three months painting on my own ranked among the happiest I’ve been at
any job ever. I find myself wondering whether painting would have served me well
in earning money long-term while I wrote or whether the real power lay in
discovering that I could both write and work at the same time under the right
conditions. Had I kept it up it’s possible that the daily drudge of spreading the
same paint on the same trim and walls would have grown as repetitive as giving
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numerical scores to my standardized essays and I’d never want to pick up a
paintbrush again.
***
Perhaps sensing how much work I’ve been doing, one of my housemates offers to
drive an hour to pick up a Sicilian pizza with garlic knots from a place we all like,
though he gets a late start and doesn’t return until well after nine o’clock, by which
time I’ve got only one more coat to go.
“You can always finish tomorrow,” he says with concern. “You’ve worked really
hard today.”
I tell them not to worry, that the final coat never takes as much time as the others,
and that finishing after we eat means the paint can dry overnight and they can
move back in tomorrow. (For tonight they’re camping out on the living room
floor.)
“You didn’t have to paint that whole room by yourself,” the other says. “That’s
really quite a birthday present.”
I try to explain that it was no bother, that in addition to giving her a birthday
present I wanted to paint the room, had to do it because it needed to be done but
also because a part of me had to remember what it was like.
“That makes sense,” she says with a nod. “It’s the reason adult coloring books are
so popular, because people want that satisfaction of filling everything in and
finishing something.”
At first, I feel cheapened that my work epiphany’s been compared to the adult
coloring book fad until I realize that doesn’t matter and that the satisfaction gained
from any activity is, at the end of the day, the same.
***
I’ve had jobs where I’ve felt miserable for any number of reasons: I’ve had my
initiative squashed by workplaces that treated me like a cog in a giant machine; I’ve
been lectured by irate bosses and yelled at by angry coworkers and berated by selfaggrandizing customers who all made me feel small; I’ve been swamped with work
and deadlines and the never-ending pressure to keep working at the expense of
everything else; and these moments have always interfered with the other things
I’ve needed to do in my life, whether they were writing, maintaining personal
relationships, or even just picking up my groceries.
My best jobs, by contrast, were the ones where I could work independently, at my
own pace, and in ways that allowed me to make my own decisions. They were jobs
where my work was treated with a certain amount of dignity for mattering, whether
on its own or as an integral part of something bigger. They were also the jobs
where all of us doing the work felt like we were united, where at the end of the day
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no one looked down on anyone else because we were a team and knew the
struggles that each of us was facing.
There’s a positivity that comes from these kinds of jobs that’s invaluable for our
well-being; it forms the cornerstone of a healthy life where we feel in control and
fulfilled by what we do rather than manipulated or trapped. There are many jobs
that can make us feel this way, but a lot of them don’t pay in money, or at least
don’t pay in money right away. This is the work that feels most meaningful
through the act of doing it, to say nothing of the satisfaction that comes from
sharing the finished product with others.
Writing, like all art, holds the potential to bring meaning to the world and enhance
all of our lives in the process, but since I’m just starting out and have bills to pay,
I’ve got to have a day job too, and it should probably be one that makes that
process easier.
***
When the bedroom’s finished drying, I pull off the tarps and put the tools away so
the furniture can be moved back against the wall. There’s much ooh-ing and ahhing over the color, which has coated the room in a light, uplifting burst of purple
without being overwhelming, and it stands out even more against the new gleaming
white of the trim. There are compliments and kind words from people who come
by the house, and a pervading feeling of happiness emanates for those first few
days when the paint is new. I hear these comments second-hand or through
muffled walls, because rarely am I there to hear them directly—instead I’m in my
room typing away because I’ve got work to do.
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Brass by Christopher Dungey
Hector Fritch heard someone unlock the door from the garage. His estranged wife
Gwen had the only spare key. Right. Today was Wednesday and she’d asked to do
her laundry. No matter what, he didn’t want her to find out what a financial jam he
was getting into–that he’d begun selling his plasma and had applied for food
stamps. Under no circumstances could she learn that he was a month behind on
the mortgage. She might start to rethink letting him stay in the house with joint
custody of Wes. When they split up, he was supposed to be able to afford the
place. Neither of them wanted to uproot the boy, who only had to cross the road
to his elementary school. When the kid went to high-school in town, then they’d
divvy up the equity.
“Hello? Anybody here?” She called.
Fritch sat up on the couch. “Yeah. I’m in the front room.” He tasted his coffee
from a mug on the lamp-table. It had gone cold while he dozed. He remembered
packing a lunch and walking Wes across. Barely light out.
“I need to do a wash. I reminded you Sunday.”
“Sure, sure. C’mon in.”
Fritch heard her footsteps go down the stairs to the basement. He hoped there was
enough generic detergent. He didn’t have the heart to ask her to bring her own. In
another moment the washer began filling and then she was standing in the dining
room.
“This how you spend your day? Must be nice.”
“Nah. Just off to a slow start. I’ve got some projects, believe me. Why are you up so
early?”
Gwen came into the front room as Fritch muted the television. “Just gotta get this
done. I’ve got two midterms next week.” She shrugged out of her fall jacket. “Have
you heard anything from work?”
Fritch sighed. “It’s frustrating. The new plant was supposed to open by the end of
October. Now the union says it’s delayed because GM cut production. So the
union’s trying to get us another unemployment extension. The Recession of ’82
might have to be renamed.”
Gwen said: “I don’t know what to tell you. I’m tapped out for school plus the
apartment. Trying to save a few bucks at the laundromat. You might have to
actually look for a job.”
Fritch yawned and stretched. Gwen was probably a year away from a good dataentry job. He’d expect her to help out more then. He missed her coming home
from her waitress gig with $30 to $50 in tips every night. “I’ve had my ear to the
ground, but we’ve been over this. There just isn’t anything out there worth paying a
babysitter.”
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Gwen sipped her coffee. “Wow, this is kinda awful.”
“It’s the no-name brand.” He chuckled. “You should try their cornflakes.”
“Well, I’m supposed to tell you Harry’s always needing dishwashers.”
Fritch cringed at the notion of returning to his part-time high-school job in
Celeryville. He wondered if Titus Family Restaurant still had that tumbler for peeling
potatoes. He used to push 30lbs a day through the french-fry slicer. And now he’d
get the added indignity of watching traveling salesmen hit on Gwen. “Let’s hold
off on that,” he said. “See how bad it gets.”
Gwen shrugged. She continued sampling the ersatz coffee. “So what’s your big
project? Look’s like you need to rake some leaves.”
Hector stood and pulled on his jeans. “Nothing spectacular. Could make a few
bucks, though.”
“You’re going bottle hunting,” Gwen guessed with a grin. “I’m not going bottle
hunting.”
“Well, who invited you?” Hector said. “Anyway, no. I did that yesterday on the
bike. The ditches are clean for a two mile radius. I think there may be competition
out there.”
Gwen went back into the kitchen. “Times are tough. You’ll have to get up earlier,”
she called. “You know you’re almost out of sugar?”
“Yeah, hey. How about scoring me some packets from work?”
“If I remember.” She came back into the front room, slurping. “I don’t think
anything can save this shit.”
“It’s just for the caffeine.” Hector tugged a sweater over his head. “Wow, I’ve gotta
get going before shooters show up. I’m gonna sift for lead up at the gravel pit.”
“Cool. Are you taking any guns?”
Gwen had become quite skilled, plinking cans at the DNR range at the end of their
road. An abandoned gravel pit on the edge of the State Game Area had been
acquired for public shooting.
“I can’t afford to shoot. I just want to make a few bucks. Forty cents a pound as of
yesterday. I just hope nobody else has thought of it.”
Gwen took one last sip then went back into the kitchen. “Alright. I tried.” Fritch
heard her remaining coffee hit the drain. “Can I come? Sounds like a trip.”
Fritch said: “Oh yeah, I’m sure. You’d better follow me, though, in case you get
bored.”
“Nah, I’ll just bring my Accounting. I can study in the car if you take too long. Just
let me throw this load in the dryer.”
Fritch took his jacket from the coat closet. Only now did the prospect of sex with
Gwen occur to him. Did she have an ulterior motive for sticking around, besides
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the laundry? It had been awhile. He tried to recall the last time. Her birthday in
May? Wow. He’d bought her a new adult toy because she’d been whining about the
scarcity of unmarried, untainted-by-marriage dating stock. One thing led to
another. Had five months really gone by? He hadn’t been paying attention to who
she was seeing. Amazing, he thought. Those conjectures used to be almost
tantalizing to him. Now the prospect of making legal money without the
encumbrance of an actual job had taken priority.
“I’ll put the tools in the car,” Hector called down the basement stairs as he tied his
shoes. “And check my oil.”
The gravel pit was two miles north. Fritch drove slowly, a thin haze of white smoke
trailing from the Pinto. There was just a single pick-up truck parked at the range,
but the guys were putting away their guns.
“I shoulda been out here about dawn,” Fritch said. “I’ve got a bad feeling.”
“See? You’re getting lazy. What’re you worried about?”
Fritch lifted an old window screen out the rear hatch of the Pinto. It was a small
one for a basement window that they had upgraded to glass-block in more affluent
times. He handed Gwen an empty coffee can and a garden trowel.
“What am I doing with these?”
“Just carry,” he told her. “I’m thinking we won’t have long. Guys are getting their
deer rifles sighted in. Opening Day is only two more weeks.”
“Oh.” Gwen followed him past the concrete traffic barriers that had been hauled in
to serve as a firing line.
The killing ground between the firing line and the first gravel cliff was a tornado
path of splintered devastation. Most prominent in the wreckage were several
obsolete television sets; shredded hulks of plastic and torn veneer tilting into their
own terminal discharge of shattered glass and tubes. Every manner of disfigured
beer can and milk jug lay strewn between, as if mown down by a grenade. A toaster
oven lay in smithereens, its Plexiglas door shot away; an old wringer washer, for
chrissake, on its side, mortally blasted. Someone had taped a target to the enameled
flank. The face behind the concentric rings might once have been that of the
Ayatollah Khomeini. Fritch could make out the bottom of a cleric’s beard and the
top of his turban. Exit wounds on the backside of the machine were already
rusting. Scattered throughout the wreckage, the entrails of last week’s jack-olanterns added a fading orange gore.
“What a mess,” Gwen said. “Doesn’t anyone ever pick up their junk?”
“Doesn’t look like it. We…I always do.”
A low berm had been pushed up just before the 30 foot wall of clay where the
gravel petered out. Wood stakes stood in slivers along this rise. Some still
supported perforated cans; others had been severely shortened or beheaded. Fritch
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knelt and scratched at the dirt where shots might have fallen short or rattled out of
the cans. There were misshapen slugs of many calibers lying exposed as well as just
below the surface.
“Holy crap.” He began to pluck them up. The bottom of the coffee can rang like a
dull chime until it was covered.
“What am I looking for?” Gwen said. She showed Fritch a palm-full of the bent
and flattened projectiles.
“Yeah. You’ve got it.”
“Do I get a cut?”
“I guess so. Are you chipping in for gas? These have to go to Flint when I have
enough.”
“I’m just kidding.” She dropped her finds into the can and moved further along the
berm. “Hey, check out this round one.” She held up the dirty, grey marble.
“Musket ball,” Fritch said. “Or, something like a .50 caliber Sharp’s, maybe.
Those’ll weigh up nice.”
They gathered the lead in silence then, Fritch working swiftly. He looked over his
shoulder often, fearing the arrival of shooters. The sun climbed, its rays burning
between pines atop the amphitheater of riddled clay. Gwen pulled off her hoody.
Indian summer, Fritch thought. Can anything good happen before Christmas?
Gwen brought her full, cupped hands to the can and moved off again. Fritch
scooted over the berm toward the taller backdrop. He scratched with the trowel.
When Gwen brought her next load, the can was more than half full. Fritch tested
lifting it. Melted with an eye bolt stuck in, it might make a fine anchor. In better
times.
“That’s enough for me. I’ve got notes I wanta go over, see if I can still read them,”
she said. “My knees are getting filthy.”
“O.K., thanks. I won’t be much longer. You can take the screen.” Hector
continued to work until the can was nearly full.
After a few minutes Gwen hollered: “Hey! Isn’t this coppery stuff worth
something?”
Fritch stood, squinting to see what she was talking about. She held a small cylinder
of metal between thumb and forefinger, a spent cartridge.
“Yeah, that’s brass,” he called. “Eighty cents a pound.” He lifted the can. He put
the handle of the trowel into his back pocket so he could carry the lead with both
hands.
“Why aren’t you collecting this?”
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Fritch headed back toward the firing line, still studying the ground. Did he have
time to gather some of these torn beer cans? Twenty-eight cents a pound. “Takes
too much of it. A lot of guys police them up to reload.”
Gwen had squatted behind one of the barriers. “Well, somebody missed a few.
They’re all over the place. Maybe I’ll go in business, too.”
“Help yourself.” He realized that he had nothing in which to carry the aluminum.
He’d have to come back with a garbage bag and another coffee can. Right after
school started instead of going back to sleep.
When he reached the firing line, Gwen had salvaged a McDonald’s bag from the
rear floor of the car. She smoothed it against her jeans. “You aren’t in a hurry now,
are you?”
“Where do I have to go?” He set the coffee can in the Pinto’s luggage space. The
plastic lid wouldn’t hold if it tipped. Have to drive easy or spill it all over.
“You better knock the dirt out good,” he added. “They’re pretty fussy about
contamination with the more valuable metals.”
Gwen shook the stained bag, already rattling like a tinny maraca. “Got ya. Hey, we
could be Fritch Salvage, Incorporated.”
Hector said: “Well, I guess you’ll have to keep my name then. And I might need
your car to get the product to Flint.”
Gwen tinked a .308 jacket on the concrete to dislodge a clot of sand. She dropped
it in with the others. “Don’t worry. That’s one more lawyer’s fee I can’t afford.”
She added: “Anyway, I’m still not hiking after bottles.”
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Cola Colored Bubbles by Meagan Lucas
The house was her mother’s dream: wood floors, a thick banister, and railing
leading to the second floor, a porch wrapping around and overlooking the grey
water of the North Channel. Her mother’s dream of drinking her morning coffee
watching the boats float by, or sipping her evening bottle of wine to the sound of
lapping waves, embedded in the grain of the wood, in the dust of the plaster. It was
her mother’s dream that yanked her from her school, her friends, from comfort
and community, to here, here where nothing but the water comforted her.
“Lindsay! Go! Bike into town and make friends.” Her mother said, leaving for
work. Her mother’s false enthusiasm a film across her teeth, bright red high spots
on her cheeks; it was painful to watch.
There was something almost endearing about her mother’s naiveté as if walking up
to a group of strangers her age and introducing herself would solve all of her
problems. They would adopt her as some long hoped-for friend, the perfect
missing piece and become one of those gangs that got together every year after
graduation until they died. Lindsay sat on the porch rail instead, looked across the
lawn to her mother’s car disappearing down the dirt road, and the dark water
beyond. The dream house was on an island in a Great Lake. A big enough island
that most places one could forget the moat surrounding, but not at the dream
house. At the dream house, you could see water from all but three windows.
At dinner, Lindsay looks over her father’s left shoulder, past the floral curtains, and
counts the waves breaking against the stony shore. Lake Huron is mysterious; grey,
cloudy, concealing its depths. She shovels food into her mouth without tasting it.
It’s better this way, her mother is a poor cook, to begin with, and a new obsession
with health food has emerged that Lindsay can’t help but notice coincides with an
increased softness beneath her own chin, and a roll above the waist of her jeans.
She is happy to solve the problem herself with over sized t-shirts and boxer shorts
stolen from her father’s drawer. Her mother says things like “I’m worried about
your health,” but only in the presence of skinnier girls wearing more feminine
clothes.
Her father doesn’t speak. He too crams food into his face, the ball game calling his
name from the other room. Her mother looks from father to daughter and sighs.
She takes a bite and puts her fork down. Lindsay can almost hear her counting her
chews. Swallowing, her mom rests her forearms on the table, leans forward and
asks:
“Where do you go on these nightly walks of yours? Maybe I should go too. I could
use the exercise.”
Lindsay’s mother does not need the exercise. She is a skinny bitch.
“Down to the dock.”
“That’s it? You’re gone for hours! You could walk there in five minutes!”
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“Less.”
“You’re not swimming are you?”
Her mother’s mouth opens a number of times, but no further sound comes out.
Lindsay resumes eating but can’t help the smirk that tugs at her upper lip. Her plate
clean, she turns to her mother whose brows furrow as she pushes rubber chicken
around her plate.
“May I be excused?”
“I don’t want you in the water.”
“I’m a good swimmer.”
And she was. Unlike the popular girls, Lindsay was strong for fifteen. “Sturdy,” her
father said. “Fat,” said the mean boys at school. Years of swimming lessons and an
affinity for water made the lake feel like home.
“This is not a discussion,” her mother said.
Lindsay put her plate in the sink. Hands in her pockets she walked down the drive,
gravel crunching beneath her sneakers. It was cold for August, the fall coming early
even for Northern Ontario. She turned right at the bottom of the driveway and
then left three minutes later into the municipal property parking area. The old dock
tipped wildly to the right. To walk to the end was dizzying, but the dock jutted so
deeply into the channel that separated her island from a neighboring land mass that
Lindsay felt she could walk on water.
At the end, she lay flat on her back. Slivers from the weathered wood poked
through the fabric of her sweater. She closed her eyes. Waves lapped at the side of
the dock, deck boards creaking as the water slurped and splashed. Here, she could
forget. Here, swallowed by the roll and the rumble of the waves she wiped her
mind clean and started over.
She felt the deep rumble in her belly first, then the electricity in her skin. The
change in the water and the air as the boat neared was tangible; she could almost
hold in her hand. She stood, anxious to catch the first glimpse.
Before moving to the island, she’d only seen freighters from a great distance while
crossing the bridge into Michigan from the Sault. They were unimpressive from
that height, tiny men milling around like ants, toy boats in a bathtub. Now she saw
a dozen freighters a day, sliding their way up the channel to the Sault locks and
Lake Superior beyond. Standing on the dock, she was close enough to see the facial
expressions of the crew, to call to them and hear their laughter.
It wasn’t the men that intrigued her, but the boats themselves. Their hulls, some
shiny black, some brightly colored and marked with rust, called to her like the skin
of an animal wanting to be stroked. She stood at the end of that long, grey dock
and her fingers itched. Tonight it was a shiny black one, turning the corner and
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humming up the channel. The waves lapped harder and began to crash over the
side of the dock, wetting her feet.
The urge was insatiable.
One deep breath and she was in the water. Kicking off her shoes, vaguely aware
that the depth assured she’d never see them again. Her strong arms stroked, pulling
her deeper into the channel. Wide palms and thick wrists shot out and paddled the
water past her face. Her father said her hands were like his mother’s, perfect for a
farm wife.
The vibration in the air was amplified in the water. The black around her
carbonated; tiny bubbles clung to the hair on her arms. The pressure in the water
squeezed her chest, her lungs were trying to expand to make room for air but
failing. Breathless, she ignored the pain and swam into the middle of the channel.
Vigilant, she awaited the approaching mountain with the anticipation of a groom
watching his bride walk the aisle. Treading water as it shook and roiled around her,
her heart beat fast. The water breaking against the hull as it loomed above her
roared and deafened.
The boat, so close, she could see the rings of rust around the rivets, she swam
toward, hypnotized. Her arm reaching, the sucking began at her toes. Her wrinkled
fingers met the black, surprisingly rough side of the ship, and the texture bit her
tender skin as it flew past. The vacuum slid up her leg and pulled her under.
She watched the cola colored bubbles rise as she was pulled by the current through
the black water. Her mother was right to worry. Lindsay let the undertow pull her
further from the surface. Maybe now, maybe in allowing her mother to say “I told
her so” Lindsay had gained her elusive approval. She closed her eyes and wondered
if any of the sparkle would be rubbed off the dream house.
She awoke on the beach with a mouth full of grit. Her lower legs and hands were
numb. Night had fallen, disorienting her, but the light from the channel markers
showed that she was on the wrong side. Lights from the dream house shone across
the water. She lay back in the wet sand, and hot tears of disappointment burned her
cheeks.
The rumble of another boat interrupted her pity party. Her mother would be
waiting. She watched the approaching ship’s lights until the appropriate time. She
stood on legs like wooden stumps, pushed her soaking hair out of her eyes and
waded out into the water.
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Creamed Corn and Ninja Stars
by Tonja Matney Reynolds
You are the cafeteria worker at the state mental hospital. Your dad got you the job
after you dropped out of college. He says he’s proud of you but with an excess of
enthusiasm that makes you doubt his sincerity, the same way he was proud when
you got your green belt when you were nine. Now you get a pension, he says, and
can retire in twenty-five when you’re only forty-three. You’re going to do great, he
tells you and everyone. For a moment, you allow yourself to believe in the
possibility that you can be great, even amazing, at this one thing.
The hairnet alone makes you want to quit after the first hour of your first shift. The
elastic is loose, and the net falls down on your forehead over your eyebrows.
Eventually, you stop pulling it up. You try not to be constantly aware of the way it
scratches your skin and enters your field of vision. It’s like trying to ignore a
cockroach crawling up your arm.
The tall, thick girl working the hot dog bin next to you, standing too close and
glancing at you too often, tells you the net keeps the hair off the food and the lice
off of you. Now your head itches.
You stand behind the buffet and spoon out creamed corn with a plastic ladle. After
an hour, it feels like a part of your hand. When the patients with pink wristbands
get in line, you set down the ladle, relieved to have your hand back, and use a
slotted spoon. Some Pinkies don’t mind the cream on the corn, but most of them
do, so you drain it for everyone, taking your time, making sure every drop of
gelatinous yellow goo is gone. If you could, you would rinse it and dry it for them
and transform it into regular corn.
Hot Dogs thinks she’s your supervisor. Maybe she is. She yells at you, rushing you
on. The other Hairnets snicker and roll their eyes at you. But you can’t rush it. It
needs to be perfect, or the Pinkies won’t eat. They need their corn in even
numbers. Doesn’t everyone?
The patients with gray wristbands are the reason the ladle and slotted spoon are
rubbery and distinctly unstiff at their ends. Grays will stab you in the heart with the
ladle still in your hand if you let them. You white-knuckle the ladle and imagine it
sticking out of your chest with blood oozing out and that nasty corn-cream
dripping down onto you and into you. You lose your focus, and a large Gray
notices before you do. He lunges forward and growls. You screech and jump up in
the air just enough that the Grays smile and the Hairnets giggle and name you
Squeaky. They don’t know you’re tough. They don’t know you made it to green
belt and would have done black if your dad hadn’t snickered when you told him
you would.
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Eight Pinkies lean back in their chairs and look up to you, not a kernel of corn left
on their plates. The looks on their faces make you like your job a little, just enough.
“We love you, Squeaky,” their expressions say. You love them too.
Later, when you begin to rinse the sticky cream from a pan, someone nudges your
arm. “Squeaky, your daddy’s here.”
“Ain’t that sweet?” the woman next to you says in a tone that says she hates you.
She is short and unnaturally thin but has a look in her eyes that tells you she
wouldn’t let a violent felon scare her. She’s dauntless. You wish you were her but
can’t imagine how that would feel.
Your daddy hugs you from behind before you get all the corn rinsed out of the
pan. You know it’s wrong, but for a moment you wish the slotted spoon wasn’t
soft at the end. You feel like stabbing him in the heart so he can feel your pain.
And their pain. The Pinkie pain.
You tell him you have to finish working and are grateful when Dauntless
interrupts—until she tells him you’ve fallen behind. You don’t have to turn around
to know he’s scowling at you. “Squeaky is slower than most,” Dauntless says.
“Squeaky?” he asks.
No one answers, not even Dauntless.
Nine seconds of silence makes you think he’ll stand up for you. You hold your
breath and hope and wait.
“See you at home, Squeaky,” he says, and they all laugh, loudly and for too long.
He’s the boss, your boss’s boss. Everyone knows he got you this terrible job that
you couldn’t get on your own. You feel naked and wish there was a shadow you
could hide in. You wish you were a ninja with a pocket full of stars.
Smiling, Dauntless sends you to the ward with a large metal cart filled with
compartmentalized plastic trays with creamed corn in the large rectangle. She sends
you alone as if to test your courage. The patients on the ward are mixed. Grays
intermingle with a rainbow of colors. Most wear bright, almost neon, cyan-colored
wristbands. Cyan is blue—you know it, and so do they. Blues are only a danger to
themselves.
Pinkies don’t belong here. Neither do you. On the color-spectrum, blue isn’t close
to pink, but in this place it is.
Your face flushes with anger and compassion and the discomfort of knowing no
one has your back even though your daddy promised they would. You can’t pull a
tray without exposing your back, so you imagine you’re a ninja and prepare yourself
for a spinning back-kick, acutely aware you haven’t done one since you were nine.
You breathe in and out and count to twenty-two by twos twice and hear the quick
approach of footsteps.
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The tray in your hands is heavier than expected. You turn. The man in front of you
is too close with messy hair and bad teeth. He has no wristband. You remember
the rule: if there’s no wristband, assume gray. Your front kick always sucked. You
hear your sensei’s words: “Use what’s at hand for self-defense.” You look at the
congealed yellow corn-cream. You regret it before you do it but only because the
cream will fly everywhere. It will freak out the Pinkies and you.
You use the tray like a ninja star and tag the man in the throat.
Dauntless storms in and yells at you while she checks on the man who is struggling
to breathe. “He’s not a resident,” she screams, holding up his name tag. “Your
daddy’s gonna be pissed.”
Through the hairnet that has slipped down over your eyes, you see the Grays
nodding, looking proud, prouder of you than your dad ever was. You nod at them
and remove the net. The Blues stare, and the Pinkies look at you like they don’t
know you anymore. You count again by twos to twenty-two, aloud this time, barely
a whisper, and tell them with your eyes that you are kind of sorry but not enough
to stay here with them. “I love you,” you say. “Don’t let them put cream on your
corn. That’s not right.”
They nod as if they forgive you—as if they understand.
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Waatimachi by Andrew J Hogan
Previously Printed OASIS Journal 2015
Lucy Martinez was outside scraping away the monsoon-germinated weeds around
her little Florence Junction ranchette when her cell phone rang; it was the jail,
where she worked.
“Lucy, it’s Raquel.” Raquel Vega was the chief orderly in the infirmary of the Pinal
County Adult Detention Center. “Maria’s back in the infirmary in diabetic shock.
She’s refusing food and intravenous glucose. The captain told me to call you.
Maybe you can talk her into eating.”
Maria Magdalena Ramirez was an immigration detainee, technically in federal
custody, but the Pinal County Adult Detention Center was under contract with the
Immigration and Customs Enforcement service to house immigration detainees
who were too seriously or chronically ill to hold in the other ICE facilities in
Florence. Maria was originally incarcerated at the Florence Detention Center, but
her erratic eating behavior, bingeing on junk food followed by fasting, left her in a
coma in her bunk. Lucy and Maria were both Yaqui; not really friends, not relatives
by blood or birth, but still somehow connected.
“I’ll be there in fifteen minutes,” Lucy said.
Crossing the Gila River into Florence, she passed the ICE Service Processing
Center where the Border Patrol assembles the illegals it’s captured for deportation
back to Mexico and elsewhere. Lucy’s grandmother, Asu Rosa, worked in the
kitchens there during World War II, when the center was used as a camp for
German and Italian POWs. Asu Rosa left the Yaqui Valley after the Mexican
government built the Angostura dam across the Yaqui River and stole the water
from the villages. Asu Rosa didn’t want to live among the Mexicans; they’d made a
slave of Lucy’s great grandfather, forcing him to work on the henequén plantations
in the Yucatan. Like other Yaquis, Asu Rosa had fled north across the border and
settled in Arizona. Working at Camp Florence paid for her little house in the Yaqui
town of Guadalupe near Tempe.
Lucy passed by the Central Arizona Detention Center, a privately run facility that
contracted with the ICE to house a thousand immigration detainees. She had
considered working there after her suspension as a Pinal County deputy sheriff, but
she decided to stay with the Pinal County Jail because she was already vested in the
retirement plan and correctional officers at the jail were unionized.
She checked in at the reception desk and proceeded to the infirmary. Unlike Lucy,
Maria was a native Yaqui, born in Torim to a family of tribal activists that left her
deeply suspicious of Mexicans, especially those from Sonora. She frequently
refused to speak Spanish to her fellow inmates or the guards. One day in the
detention center cafeteria Maria was ranting in Yaqui, and Lucy told her “kopalai.”
Since then Maria had been calling on Lucy for all kinds of special favors, to
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intervene for her when she got into trouble, or to get her more access to medical
care than was customary.
Lucy found Maria lying in an infirmary bed, sweating and mumbling, probably in
Yaqui. She’d been hooked up to an intravenous drip.
“I thought she refused treatment,” Lucy said to Raquel.
“She did, but then she became incoherent, at which point the doctor decided she
was incompetent and could be treated because her condition was life threatening,”
Raquel said. “I think he put in a little tranquilizer to keep her incompetent until her
situation stabilizes. Don’t ever tell her about an advance directive, or the next time
she will end up dead without treatment.”
“So what set her off this time?” Lucy said.
“I wasn’t there, but Jeannine said one of the detainees, the fat, bitchy one with the
orange and green spiked hair, Elvira.”
“I know who you mean.”
“Well, she was ragging on Maria about being an India. I guess Elvira is from
Cuidad Obregón, not far from Maria’s home town, and she hates Yaquis. Maria’s
so pint-sized she couldn’t stand up for herself. Of course, nobody else will stand up
for her because some of detainees from Sonora understand enough Yaqui to know
Maria is constantly dissing them.”
“So, let me guess,” Lucy said. “She got upset, refused to eat, her blood sugar
crashed, and here we are again.”
“Right,” Raquel said.
Lucy had a hard time turning Maria down. Her story was a modern version of what
happened to her Asu Rosa. The Sonoran State government kept building dams
along the Rio Yaqui, siphoning off the water for new irrigated commercial farms
and its thirsty capital Hermosillo, leaving the downstream Yaqui villages with only
enough water to irrigate half of their crop lands. To escape this poverty, Maria
married too young to an abusive husband who lived in Hermosillo. Fleeing him,
Maria crossed the border into Arizona, moving to the High Town settlement in
Chandler. After she got pulled over for suspected drunk driving (in reality, low
blood sugar) and was arrested for driving without a license, the sheriff’s department
turned her over to ICE when they suspected she was here illegally. The Florence
Project took up her case for humanitarian parole because of her abusive husband;
they were obtaining police reports from Hermosillo documenting her husband’s
abusive behavior, and also arguing that as a Yaqui, she had the right to visit Yaqui
territories in the U.S.
Since Maria was currently stable and unconscious, any discussions of her behavior
would wait until Lucy’s regular shift on Monday.
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Lucy left the jail and drove over to the Carestone assisted living facility in Glendale
to visit her mother. She’d broken a hip a couple of weeks earlier and was upset
about not returning to the little house on Calle Iglesia she’d inherited from Asu
Rosa. Since the surgery, Chepa had been showing signs of dementia. Physically, she
was capable of returning home, with assistance, but Lucy and the doctor were
stalling to see if the memory problems might improve.
Lucy knocked on her mother’s apartment door and went in. Chepa was watching
TV.
“Who are you?” Chepa said.
“It’s Lucy, Maala.” Chepa made a quizzical face. “Your daughter.”
“Oh. Are you here to take me to dinner?”
“Sure, what’s on the menu?”
“Chipped beef.” All of a sudden Chepa’s memory was back. “Your favorite. Are
you hungry?”
“You betcha,” Lucy said.
Back in the apartment after dinner, Chepa became agitated.
“Lucy, when can I go back to my house? The physical therapist says I won’t be
needing any more sessions after this Thursday.”
Lucy grew up in the house her mother had inherited from Asu Rosa, along with a
series of uncles who “walked with” her mother over the years. Her father now lived
with another Yaqui woman in Pascua village in Tucson. She’d met him several
times while visiting Tucson for Easter celebrations, but like most Yaqui fathers he
had little to do with any of his children. He’d written a barely legible note
congratulating her when she graduated from ASU with her degree in criminal
justice. She was the first polisiia in their family’s history. Hopefully, her ancestors
would realize times had changed, and anyway she wasn’t becoming one of the
Mexican federales—that would raise their ghosts out of their graves, for sure.
Lucy guessed this was a good time to raise the memory issue.
“Dr. Farnsworth is worried you might have had a little stroke during your hip
surgery,” Lucy said.
“My hip is fine. I just told you that,” Chepa said. She leaned back in her chair and
smiled. “Maybe you’re the one with memory problems?”
“Okay, what about when I came here today, and you didn’t recognize me.”
“Of course I recognized you. You’re my own daughter. That’s silly. How could I
not recognize you?”
“Haven’t you been forgetting things since the surgery? Nurse Tatum told me you
got lost getting back to your room from bingo last Tuesday,” Lucy said.
“That’s nonsense. Who told you that?”
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“Nurse Tatum.”
“Who’s she? I never met her,” Chepa said. She gave Lucy the look that says you’re
an idiot.
“Nurse Tatum is the one who takes you down to the therapy pool. Dirty blonde,
taller than me, a little on the heavy side.”
“Oh, you mean Agnes. Why didn’t you say so?”
“Okay, Agnes said you got lost on your way back to your room after bingo last
Tuesday.”
“I didn’t go to bingo last Tuesday. I had to go see Dr. Farnsworth.”
“That was the Tuesday before last,” Lucy said. “I took you to see Dr. Farnsworth,
remember.”
“Are you sure I didn’t go in the van? I remember going somewhere in the van.”
“No, I took you to the doctor. You went in the van to get your hair done.”
“You know, you’re not a police officer anymore. You can’t just come into
someone’s home and start interrogating them.”
“I’m not interrogating you. I’m trying to get you to see that you’ve got memory
problems since the surgery.”
“I’m not answering any more questions without my lawyer. I know my rights,
young lady.”
“What’s my name,” Lucy said. Mother crossed her arms and glared at her. After ten
minutes of silence, Chepa fell asleep in her chair. When Lucy woke her up, she said:
“Are you here to help me get to bed?”
“Yes,” Lucy said.
By Monday when Lucy returned to the Detention Center, Maria was well enough
to return to the general population in Pod E200.
“Maria, what happened on Saturday?” Lucy said.
“Oh, my diabetes went crazy. I must’ve ate something bad,” Maria said.
“Don’t you know how to avoid foods that are bad for you?”
“Yeah, but sometimes I got to have something, to make myself feed better.”
“What about your argument with Elvira Sanchez?” Lucy said.
“Yeah, her whole family’s a bunch of Yaqui bigots. According to Elvira, the Yaquis
are always blocking the highway, protesting for some handout from the
government instead of working.”
“You didn’t say anything to provoke her?”
“Nothing she could understand,” Maria said.
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“You think people can’t guess that you’re dissing them when you are screaming at
them in Yaqui,” Lucy said. “You’ve got to learn to keep a lid on it in here. Some of
these people could hurt you bad if you make them mad enough.”
“Hey, I ain’t afraid to die. It might be better than this.”
“That why you refused the medicine when you went into shock on Saturday, to kill
yourself?”
“No, man, I just don’t like that bitchy Mexican orderly. I won’t take no orders from
her.” Maria looked up at the clock. “Hey, I got to meet with that gringa lawyer
from the Florence Project in ten minutes. I got to get my papers from the cell.”
“All right,” Lucy said. “Good luck.”
Lucy checked her cell phone in her locker. There was a message from Dr.
Farnsworth’s nurse about her mother. She called the office, and the receptionist
passed her through to the nurse.
“Lucy, Medicare wants to discharge your mother from Carestone. They say she’s
recovered from the hip surgery, and her mental problems are too sporadic to justify
continued nursing home care. They agree she probably needs someone around to
take care of her, but that’s custodial care, and they won’t pay for that.”
“How soon does she have to leave?” Lucy said.
“Friday. Thursday is her last physical therapy session.”
“I guess I could take some leave and see how she does home alone. My place is too
small for the two of us.”
“I’ll send you a list of places around Phoenix that might take her, but they will all
run a couple of thousand a month, more if she needs help with medications or
activities of daily living.”
“Thanks. I’ll figure something out.”
Wednesday morning Lucy found Maria yelling in Yaqui at some of the other
detainees. It was different than previous outbursts. Maria was taunting them, but
she was smiling, she sounded happy.
“Ramirez,” Lucy called from across the room. Maria turned around, first frowning,
then smiling. She came over to Lucy, almost skipping.
“Lucy, I’m getting out of here. The gringa lawyer, she got me humanitarian parole,
because of my diabetes and because I can’t go back to my twisted husband in
Hermosillo. I can get out of here as soon as I got a place to stay.”
“That’s great, Maria.” Lucy gave her a hug, against regulations.
“I just don’t want to have to live with a bunch of Mexican bitches in some halfway
house, you know.”
Lucy had a really bad idea. “I might know someplace you could stay. I don’t
suppose you know how to cook?”
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“My wakavaki soup is to die for,” Maria said.
“Okay, I’ll be back tomorrow, hopefully with good news.”
Maria went back across the room and started lecturing the 200E Pod detainees
again in Yaqui. They were all smiling. Either they were glad to be rid of Maria, or
they couldn’t help being happy when one of them escaped ICE detention, even if it
was an obnoxious India.
“Maala, sit here in your armchair and rest. I’ll bring in the rest of your stuff from
the nursing home.”
By the time Lucy got everything put away, Chepa had fallen asleep in the chair.
Lucy made some lunch and woke her mother up to eat it.
“I found somebody to stay with you for a few days, just until you get your full
strength back.”
“I don’t know about having strangers in my house. I’ll be all right alone,” Chepa
said.
“Oh, she’s not a stranger. Remember Rogelio Gonzaga from Torim? This is his
niece, Maria Magdalena.” Chepa gave Lucy an uncertain look. “She’s supposed to
make the best Wakavaki soup in the whole pueblo.”
“Oh, well, all right, but just for a few days, until I’m stronger.”
After lunch, Lucy talked Chepa into taking a nap. She drove out to the detention
center, where Maria was waiting for her on the benches in the visitor area.
“Why didn’t you wait inside? It’s hot today,” Lucy said.
“I wanted to be free so bad, I didn’t care about the heat,” Maria said, wiping the
sweat from her forehead with her sleeve. “Can you believe it, that bitch Elvira had
one of the guards bring me out a refresco? It was cherry, which I hate, but I drank
it anyway.”
All the way back home, Lucy kept up the small talk, but in the back of her mind,
she wondered if she was crazy to expect this to work.
*

*

*

After two weeks, Chepa and Maria settled into a comfortable relationship, even
while Chepa’s memory problems worsened. Lucy left work early to take Chepa for
a follow-up evaluation with Dr. Farnsworth. Chepa was still in her bathrobe sitting
at the kitchen table, sharing a Twinkie with Maria.
“Maala, why aren’t you dressed? We have to be at the doctor’s in half an hour?”
Lucy said.
“Who are you?” Chepa said.
Maria stood up with her hand filled with half a Twinkie and motioned Lucy aside.
“She had a bad night last night. She didn’t know my name this morning either.”
“Why are you eating Twinkies? What about your diabetes?”
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“Haven’t you heard? Twinkies are going out of business. I just had to have some
before they’re all gone.” She popped the remaining half Twinkie into her mouth.
“Besides, I shared with Chepa, and she seemed a little more alert afterwards.”
“Maala, come on. You have to get dressed to go to the doctor.”
“I’m not sick,” Chepa said. “And I’m not going anywhere with a stranger. My
daughter will take me to the doctor, if and when I need to go.”
“Maria, get her dressed, please,” Lucy said. “We can all go together.”
They were a little late getting to the physician’s office, but it was all right because
Dr. Farnsworth was running late, as usual. Chepa was given a form with her
contact and insurance information, but she couldn’t manage to sign it.
“You can sign it for your mother, Ms. Martinez,” the receptionist said. “Right here
on the bottom.”
“Don’t give that to her,” Chepa said. “She’s not my daughter.” She grabbed the
form out of Lucy’s hand and gave it to Maria. “Here, you sign for me, Maggie.”
“Maggie?” Lucy said.
“She doesn’t like the name, Maria.”
“Since when?”
“Since this morning,” Maria said. “She always called me Maria before.”
“You don’t look so good. You’re sweating. Your breath smells funny, like nail
polish remover.”
“I had to bribe her with Twinkies to get her dressed. She made me share.”
“How many?”
“Five.”
A nurse opened the door to the waiting room. “Mrs. Martinez, the doctor will see
you now.”
Chepa didn’t seem to recognize her name, so Lucy took her by the elbow, but
Chepa shook it off. Lucy let Maria lead Chepa into the exam room. Maria was
sweating even more profusely, so Lucy showed her to the one patient chair, while
she and Chepa stood by.
Dr. Farnsworth came into the exam room. He looked at Maria in the patient chair
and then rechecked the chart. “Mrs. Martinez, how are you?”
“Do I know you?” Chepa said.
“I did the surgery on your hip, Mrs. Martinez.”
Just then Maria slid out of the chair onto the floor.
“My hip is fine,” Chepa said. “Please help my daughter; she’s very sick.”
“I thought you only had one daughter?” Dr. Farnsworth said, looking at Lucy.
“I do, and she’s on the floor of your office,” Chepa said. “Help her, please.”
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“She’s diabetic,” Lucy said. “She ate five Twinkies to persuade my mother to get
dressed for this office visit.”
“It looks like she’s developing ketoacidosis. You’re sure she’s diabetic?”
“Yes. She was in the infirmary at the jail a number of times for both hyper and
hypoglycemia.”
“I’d better give her an insulin shot. Then we’ll call the ambulance. She’s going to
need intravenous treatment in the hospital at least overnight.”
“She’s going to have to stay in the hospital?” Chepa said. “Who’s going to take me
home?”
“I’ll take you home, Maala,” Lucy said. “Later we can go visit Maggie in the
hospital as soon as she’s feeling better.”
Lucy looked at Dr. Farnsworth. He shrugged. “This is out of my league,” he said.
“I get you a referral for a neurologist. These aren’t your usual stroke symptoms.”
Maria’s condition was grave when she was admitted to St. Luke’s and placed in
intensive care. After a few days, her condition stabilized, and Chepa and Lucy went
for a visit.
“Asoa, how are your feeling?” Chepa said.
“Much better, Maala,” Maria said. “But I’m not really your daughter.”
“Nonsense,” Chepa said. “When you get home, I’m putting you on the Yaqui diet
for the sugar. I already threw out all those terrible Twinkies.”
“No, not my Twinkies. Those were the last ones ever. I could’ve sold them, like for
collectors.”
“You probably would’ve eaten them,” Lucy said.
“You put her up to that, didn’t you?” Maria said. “Just like back in the Detention
Center, you were always trying to keep me away from the junk food.”
“I’m going to bake you my special Curisi dessert. Your cousin Lucy got me some
high protein flour to help keep your sugar down.”
“Tell her the rest,” Lucy said.
“We’re going to be taking the aerobics class at the Guadalupe Senior Center
together,” Chepa said. “Turns out they let non-seniors with disabilities take the
class too, so the sugar got you into my class.”
“I hate exercise class. I hate being bossed around,” Maria said.
“You’ve got to do something about the sugar,” Chepa said, tears in her eyes.
“Cousin Lucy told me of all the times you went to the hospital for the IV
treatment. You’ve got to bury me, not the other way around.”
“You’ll like the class, Cousin Maggie,” Lucy said. “All the instructions are given in
Yaqui.”
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Lucy was outside scraping away the new weeds sprouted from the recent rains
when she saw the postman pull his truck up to the neighbor’s mailbox. In her
mailbox, Lucy found a letter from Dr. Lucinda Torrez at Foothills Neurology.
Chepa’s MRI scan showed evidence of a fornix infarct, which was most likely
responsible for the memory problems Chepa had been experiencing. There was a
number to call for more information. Dr. Torrez was busy with a patient but called
back in fifteen minutes.
“Ms. Martinez, this is Doctor Torrez. We met at your mother’s neuropsychological
evaluation.”
“I received your letter, something about a fornix infarct. Is that some kind of
stroke?”
“Yes, it’s a very rare kind of stroke that affects memory processing. The fornix
connects different parts of the brain. If it damaged, then memories from different
parts of the brain can become scrambled. This seems to be the case with your
mother, a confabulatory syndrome.”
“Is that why she thinks I’m her niece, not her daughter?”
“Probably what happened is that she lost some of her memories of you. When her
brain began to heal, it started rebuilding its memories. The person living with your
mother became the daughter, and the person visiting became the niece. Her brain is
confabulating what memories she has left with her current experience.”
“Is this permanent?” Lucy said.
“Let’s say it’s becoming more permanent. Right after the stroke, there were a lot of
gaps that might have gotten refilled correctly if anyone had known your mother
had had this rare kind of stroke.”
“But now she’s filling in the gaps in whatever way makes sense.”
“Right. There’s no real medical treatment to restore a patient’s missing memories,
especially once the confabulated memories had become established in the months
following the infarct. You could try psychotherapy to help her recognize when
she’s confabulating her memories. Unfortunately, the process of memory
rectification can be stressful because the patient has no other memories with which
to replace those confabulated. Sometimes the patient ends up disoriented.”
Dr. Torrez told Lucy to call back after she had thought more about her mother’s
condition, in case she needed more advice. Lucy went into her pantry for the small
bag of brittle bush leaves Yaquis used as incense. She put the dried leaves in the
little pottery dish Asu Rosa had given her as a child and placed it in front of the
statue of La Virgen de Guadalupe that Asu Rosa had brought with her from Torim.
“Kialem vata hiwemai/ chukula hubwa teune teunevu,” she chanted five times, as
the leaves burned. First, you just look, later you will find, find. The only lines in
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Yaqui she could remember from the deer dance she had attended at the Pascua
Pueblo when she was a teenager.
Lucy dialed her mother’s number. “Ne’esa, it’s Lucy. I got the report from the
neurologist in the mail.”
“Why would they send the report to my niece, instead of directly to me?” Chepa
said.
“There must have been a mix-up at the office. I’m listed as one of your emergency
contacts, in case Maggie is unavailable,” Lucy said. “But, overall, good news. It
looks like the little stroke you had should resolve itself without further treatment.”
“Wonderful,” Chepa said. “I am so sick of those doctors treating me like I’m an
idiot. Do you want to talk with your cousin? We’re leaving to go to our exercise
class at the Senior Center in a couple of minutes. She’s mad at me because I found
her stash of Reese’s Peanut Butter Cups. I threw them away.”
“Does she still sneak off to the snack aisle at the grocery looking for Twinkies?”
“Yes, she always comes back empty-handed. I hope they don’t start making those
things again,” Chepa said.
“Me too.”
“You’re a wonderful niece, Lucy, looking out for us the way you do,” Chepa said.
“If your mother were still here with us, she would be very proud of you.”
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Ahora by Julio Villegas
Life with my Head Out the Window by Michael Head
peal by Tristan Joseph Boisvert
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Go to Work Invocation in Tsalagi (Cherokee)
By Ginger Strivelli
N-gee-doh nu-doh (Sister Moon)
Ah-doh-da nu-doh (Father Sun)
Ka-na-ne-ski E-li-si (Spider Grandmother)
E-gee-nu-tlee A-gah-sga (Brother Rain)
Al-ay U-ni-tsi E-lo-hi-noh (Mother Earth)
Gee-yu-ha Ah-da-nu-doh ( Come into my heart)
A-lay Its-ee-goh I-lu-wis-dane-oh-i (and go to work)
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An Oncoming Train by James Croal Jackson
We waddled over grates along train tracks
on a bridge above the river until a trembling
warned of what would come: soon, one of us
will leave the other. Running to safety in flipflops, it would not matter how it felt when
we held each other after stumbling off rail into
field because you said you finally found a thing
I’m scared of: the in-between of tracks. Heart
beating odds with brain. As the train passed,
horns blaring, you spoke something I could not
hear when we hugged as each car blurred forward
until we became a quiver, a silence, a kiss of
faded smoke dragging steel beyond the hills.
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Heritage by Sarah O. Oso
My father gestures when he speaks –
the deep lines in his hands remind me
of palm tree trunks, grooved and dark
under a red djembe sun. In Nigeria
where we come from, he says,
each of our names is an heirloom.
We wear our beginnings
like round brass beads.
He drapes me in birthright, origin.
The pride of his cassava
and newspaper kites. Faith,
passed from his own father,
the worth of shined shoes,
early rising, a clean oven.
He holds out for me
whole days of his story
in their loud, heavy colors.
I tie them around my head,
my ankles, walk around in them.
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Regarding a Painting by the Spanish Surrealist Remedios Varo

by Lisa Zimmerman
Don’t mistake the washed yellow room for heaven.
Don’t assume those are angels
reclining in chairs. What if you drink
the stirred gold potion? Alchemy
is a lie, a marvelous skill. A mistake
is not necessarily a sin. Be a witness.
Take note of the little black ship
on the tilted horizon. Hear the pitiful
sweet cries of the drowned.
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Thunderbird by John Stupp
Pig iron scrap limestone and coke
went into the melting furnace at Ford
and cooked until ladles poured hot soup
into casting molds over and over all day every day—
in the summer
the heat pounded you like a fist
and sparks bounced around like fireworks
I remember my grade school teacher
Sister Edward Marie
who said sanctifying grace
was God filling you inside
like a an engine block
then sending you on a conveyor
150 blocks an hour
to the cleaning room
to be ground smooth
your edges rasped by machines
then shaped and assembled for a drive
like a Thunderbird through hell—
God has his foot to the floor
she used to say
but your hands are on the wheel
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Cell City: Oldtown by Yu-Han Chao
Pass by cilia wigs and flagella whips
hanging from city gates, welcoming, warning
Fear the gun-toting, sword-wielding, spike-heeled
membrane patrol girls, staring you down, steelyeyed.
In the back lot of the Golgi apparatus
(where aliens work) hitch a ride from a
janitor (knowing he may digest you
or hand you over to The Nucleus,
in that order)
And if you make it this
far, head down Cytoskeleton Street, past
the abandoned Smooth ER warehouse (no
detox no lipids), past the Mitochondria
power plant
Finally, what you risked your life to see:
the sexy Ribosome factory—lips,
t-ts, chains, squirting—so hot your proteins
may denature, end up in such bad shape
a trip to the rough ER’s required
Though if Miho’s around, you might just get
out of Oldtown (in the back trunk of a
vesicle) in a slightly different arrangement
from when you came in.
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Route #6 by Allison Cummings
Sharon gets up at four to begin
the route by six.
The coffee room is cold.
Other drivers nod,
silent in their jackets.
They file out, rev up till fumes fill the dock,
glide out of bays and into the city.
She drives those who can’t—
old folks from section 8,
a girl in a droopy blue coat
running late to a temp job,
the muscled young vet
pinned in a rolling chair,
watching the handicap lift
yawn slowly to the curb.
His shirt and eyes match the sky
but his right wheel catches the door.
He flushes and looks away.
Spits motherfucker at the blast in his skull,
the pitying eyes of the bus,
this life he must decide to live or leave.
She could summon the yellow balloons
of early birthdays to tendril his shoulders
and legs and lift him free,
or claim that he paused to watch
the passengers’ vision of transfiguration,
but she knows only that in the rear-view mirror
everyone kept breathing, as though
they might all set up house in limbo.
Then a plane flew low overhead,
wheels uncurling from its torso,
and he sighed and took the ride.
She ferries them all across the river,
collecting coins from their mouths
as they descend
into the flame-stricken air.
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Shoe Shine by Kathy O’Fallon
When I stepped up
and sat down in the king’s chair
backed up to concrete and bustle,
horns blasted like shotguns,
competed with hawkers and buskers.
Rag and brush, grease and wax,
dye stain stink, hunched shoulders,
cigar butts crushed in the ashtray—
smoke trails of carbon and pepper.
My boot outstretched as if to kick
an invisible enemy, every gray thing
around and inside me lifted,
erased the old Sunday resentments
buried in the Kiwi label
rubbing Dad’s wingtips into mirrors,
his trumpet mocking from the basement,
blackening the stars from my palms.
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Morning’s Laundry by Juleigh Howard-Hobson
A basket of clean laundry, and a line
Free from swaying clothing. The midday heat
Brings out the smell of sunshine in the fine
Warm scents of shirts, dresses, pants. Small birds tweet
And twitter overhead, while near my leg
The cat curls and then recurls– round and round—
Its black coat glossy in the sun. Clothes pegs
Left on the empty line can be refound
As shadows on the patio cement,
Each one a perfect spring time silhouette.
The sun warmed wicker basket has been lent
Grey stripes from the clothes line shadow. I let
The cat rub its chin against the edge, then
I bend and take the morning’s laundry in.
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On Dancing the House Down by John Andrews
A bulldozer claws
…………the front lawn
..like every beast in a fighting pit:
ready.
…………Take my hand.
……………………………The electrician
can wait in
……………his truck with tools
……….ready to pluck what’s left
……………………………of the copper
….wire in the walls.
…………The gas meter shut off,
………….tossed aside with the boxwoods
……we planted just 6 months ago,
…………I know
……………………it hurts to see
…………………………..their roots gasping
……………..for dirt, look away.
………….There is nothing
…………………we can do now. The windows
flew off to be
…………………another aviary
………..elsewhere; the wind
……………………finally allowed
……………………to sweep the floor.
………….The neighborhood
cat is checking the fridge for leftovers.
The dent in the floor from our first
………………………………………………..dish
………………………….throwing fight will expand
…………………………………………….into a black hole
………………….if we aren’t quick. Give me your arms,
……………………………………………………pretend
……………………………the last groans from the air
…………conditioner are a last call slow song.
……….Let’s dance this house down
………………………………ourselves.
..Kiss me before the rain
…………….takes back the accent
……………………………..wall. We spent
……………two days picking the perfect
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…………………………..shade
…….of blue, it was called
…………………Schooner,
……the sky will want
……………………………..it back.
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Untitled by Simon Perchik
Barely marble yet these tents
are pulled along the ground
by rope that needs more rope
not yet some high-wire act
for acrobats just learning to wave
while the crowd below
listens for rain already overgrown
with mold and longing, kept wet
by your step by step holding on
to the corners as if they
no longer want to be unfolded
and you could stop walking.
*
You learn to hammer in the dark
though no one studies the hillside
how it still leans across your arms
the way creeks cast for weeds
and edges –so little is known
why iron takes root in your gut
and the same rain
drags from these wooden shingles
the constant tilt still trying to make it down
–you seal this hole by weeping into it
with a nail that’s bent, struggling
to talk, to find its way and the sea.
*
That seagulls would grieve for you, circle down
as cries still wet, almost water, making the sky
look for a place not asking for more salt –mourn
the way a whitewashed wall is handed over
though a boy in sleeves is waiting nearby
with his initials around someone no longer there
–stone by stone it will come back and she
by the worn-down buttons on her blouse
that fell open to point a finger at the hole in the air.
*
Past where an afternoon is buried, each breath
reeks from grass and though your lips are dry
they want their mouth the way it was
pressed against this pillow as if the rush
once brought kisses back to life
again and again as mountains, streams
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–you don’t go dark alone, bring rocks, two
and all the while holding up the world in pieces
gathered in a room heavier and heavier, almost gone.
*
It’s when you widen your lips
that the air hasn’t the strength
to say it has nothing left
only the word for cars
moving slowly one behind the other
–it’s useless –it’s also November
and she is dead and the rain
smells from the word
that let the fires go out.
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Chair Envy by Marissa Glover
For insurance purposes,
this diagnosis should not be confused with Penis Envy.
See the DSM-5 for proper coding.
I envy the chair that holds you.
It doesn’t even know
your name—yet
you indulge its purpose
casually, or sitting straight,
as if it knew you well
enough to touch you there.
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Bee Sting by Laryssa Wirstiuk
On the morning radio show,
a caller says he was stung
by a bee, years ago, and still,
as an adult, he feels the prick
of pain on his forehead.
Simply receiving a haircut
or standing in cold rain hurts
space between his eyebrows.
In my car, I’m stuck in traffic
and wanting to touch this
man’s face. I’m imagining marks
of accidents, how some tragic
moments don’t even show.
What’s left to do but poke
the hole of my “innie” navel,
my first attachment to life?
Do not dare bare the midriff.
Do not speak of possible infection.
Do not reveal your name, caller,
for I, the listener, may be held
accountable for your phantom
ache to reenter that early moment.
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Pilgrim Feet by Tim Height
She writes America in the language of
Self-harm: red blood, white pus, blue bruises
Along her arm. Her prose published
In a newspaper obituary. Praised for its
Descriptive diction. Poetic like
“In memory of…” etched with
Blades of grass in the dirt.
Where she is buried
In a mud house
Called Pandemonium.
Where she waits for God
In her Sunday clothes
Stained with hellfire
Damned to the core.
Where she sings America the Beautiful
In D Minor…
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Rosie the Riveter Worked on a Farm by Sarah Krenicki
Your dreams, like your days, are tobacco.
Oceans of green earth and the song of cicadas,
Spine curved over the rows,
hunched, protruding shoulder blades, vertebrae.
You can smell the dirt, can feel
the leaves of the plants rustle in the low breeze –
A bus pulls up to the field’s edge,
its side imploring you to drink Coca-Col;
a sits on the curb halfway between here and Windsor.
The inside smells familiar, stale coffee and unwashed skin.
Women- so many women, faces rosy from the sun,
feet up, jostling, pulling pictures out of pockets, trading news.
Paydays the bus stops for ice cream and war bonds.
Louise asks why you never get a cone.
You lie, say you don’t like iced cream.
But the little kids will have new shoes because of you,
Mother’s still in bed after that last baby and FatherYour cheeks sting with heat when you see him coming,
stumbling down the sidewalk in a haze of sweat and alcohol.
That night you dream of war and whiskey,
of women with tanned arms who drink coffee.
But mostly, you dream of tobacco.
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A Painting of Hiroshima ’45 by Konstantin Rega
The birds have returned
brushing away the bandage
of dust over the set-sun city
reed-whistling red on black wings
in a forgotten flocking fury.
They cover it in layers
concealing the daysdaysdays
buried on one another, held
by a skeletal scaffolding display.
In a rectangle of smoky grays
where once fluid limbs
now reflect a petrified reality
the swarm invades congealing
as moonlight in an empty barrel.
Camphor trees burnt
fallen giants in childhood
fairytales—yet even now we still
find their museum-ready remains.
Only a blank canvas
that swallows starlit
streets and sky-fearing
building, captured
by fleeing films of ash
and gritty bone dust
blended by brush.
People have gone blind
though they stop and
consider these charred blotches.
It is its own sunset
unrealized, put a penny
in my pocket, and I
return the scene’s relic
though it has turned away.
I step through the portal
and tumble off
into the stygian waters
of soot and sand, to find
that someone is soon
sketching my own corpse.
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Ahora by Julio Villegas
do not mistake me for a shadow,
my bones bear the fruits of your days,
my skin is the land that you sleep in,
the land that I cultivate with broken teeth,
twisted muscle: heart of campesino
the heart that speaks in tongues,
in continents, in centuries,
forced into speaking only one
and my words turn to memory,
the soliloquies of burdened air,
I work to live, yet I work to exist
every day is a calendar, a clock recalling
that my aching hands are not from work,
they are from the prayers to make it end
I miss the forests, the sun’s laughter,
the arms of my street, the restless wind,
the fields of crops planted on kingdoms,
the rooms full of grandmothers laughing,
the night before the night that I left it all
these hands continue to ache,
and the earth continues to move,
and my body continues to cultivate,
and you still continue to see enemies,
but understand this,
as I speak it from the damned tongue:
soy campesino.
……………………………………never mistake me for a shadow.
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Life with my Head Out the Window by Michael Head
I plunge into the forest with a quiver full of eyes, shooting them in fantastic
directions, under the boughs and through the brush… many creatures inhabit this
bastion of nature, but the nattering of the small woodpecker fills my ears like a
machine gun, a hollow pounding of maple skin hurls me into a dream… yesterday,
I knew this same place under a different sun that threw temperamental rays on my
raw psyche—the realm of tectonics that defines my present like a mark or a sign,
and like the Jeopardy of my soul I questioned the gods answers till I was scant of
breath… who is at the wheel of Mother Earth? He or she is obviously drunk or
high on something because I feel the magnetism of heartbeats around every
corner—here, in the woods with my head out the window gulping the breeze like a
dog, I recognize the rivers and the mountains of spirits contending for bliss… on
the highway I feel the ether tangling my hair in its invisible tango—whoever is
working the graveyard shift on the path from this side of the sun… to the other
side of the sun doesn’t have to keep a lookout for cops, or worry about speed limits
or maps for that matter—it’s all laid out there brother, so just keep on moving… I
don’t know why we don’t get nauseous from going in circles all the time… cause
we whirl life to life, like a frisbee… (perhaps it’s like taking mescaline—you vomit
at first… and the rest of the trip is an overwhelming breeze…) … catch…
breeze… catch… breeze… (could be a little like fly-fishing)
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Peal by Tristan Joseph Boisvert
peal
………./piːl/
[peel]
1. the sound thunder makes
“his hands against the door; a peal of distant thunder forever moving closer”
synonyms: sounding, clang, imminent, foreshadow, a matter of time, dues to be paid;
………………….. archaic: methods; rare: mercy
2. laughter
“Ma’s stoned when mack bursts through the apartment door; she bursts into girlish peals of
laughter”
synonyms: giggle, snort, shout, scream, beg, grapple, dragged, cowers,
‘where’s my money whore?’;
……………………methods: unrelenting; mercy: rare
3. stallion bell canter
“a stampeding peal of stallion’s hooves beat her black and blue”
synonyms: strike, over and over, beg, beg, ‘my daughter, who will look after my––’;
…………………….. unrelenting: blows, blood flow, he leaves; rare: Ma sleeping
…………………….. Ma’s sleeping forever.
4. hunger
“hunger peals from the inside out”
synonyms: thief, steal, Belleville market pickpocket, all alone, forgotten;
……………………. Ma sleeping:
………………….>>Ma’s sleeping forever on a bed of rotting orange peel
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Art Gallery

Is Everything Going to be OK

Yummy

by Christopher Owen Nelson

by Pat St Pierre

Treasure

Factory I

by Fabrice Poussin

by Jenn Powers
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Hard Winter DT

Worker 1

by Mark Yale Harris

by Catherine Roberts Leach

Worker 3

Raining in Baltimore

by Catherine Roberts Leach

by Toni Martsoukos
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Bull’s Dream
by Charles Wilson
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Author / Poet / Artist Biographies

Worker 3 by Catherine Roberts
Leach

Non-Fiction:
Melissa Tombro is a teacher and writer living in Sunset Park, Brooklyn. She
teaches at the Fashion Institute of Technology in NYC and runs volunteer writing
workshops for at-risk and underserved populations with the New York Writers
Coalition. She is currently an MFA candidate at Columbia University where she
studies and writes creative nonfiction.
Ian Rogers has held jobs painting houses, grading standardized tests, teaching
English in Japan, removing invasive lake plants, cleaning kindergarten
classrooms, spraying herbicides, marketing a literary journal, and feeding horses,
among others. He blogs about the lives of creative people with day jobs
at http://butialsohaveadayjob.com.
Fiction:
Meagan Lucas is a Canadian who found home in the mountains of North
Carolina. She is a wife, mother, and graduate student in Creative Writing. Her
stories have been published or are forthcoming in The City Quill, Dime Show
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Review, BLYNKT Lit Mag, The Scythe Prize Anthology, and Santa Fe Writers
Project. Rural life, the grey space between right and wrong, and the dark underbelly
of the American Dream figure prominently in her work. Read more
at http://www.meaganlucas.com.
Christopher Dungey is a retired auto worker in Michigan. Chris feeds two woodstoves, rides a mountain. bike, sings in a Presbyterian choir, follows minor league
soccer, camps at sport-car races, and spends too much time in Starbucks. He has 58
published stories including 10 last year. His most recent work can be seen at Likely
Red. And is Forthcoming in Far Off Places and Pamplemousse. He currently
works with Marathon Review. His first collection “The Pace-Lap Blues and Other
Tales from the Seventies” is available at Amazon and Kindle. Readers can
comment at premierfan65@aol.com.
Tonja Matney Reynolds’ work has appeared in Best of Ohio Short Stories:
Volume II and Streetlight Magazine.
Andrew Hogan received his doctorate in development studies from the University
of Wisconsin-Madison. Before retirement, he was a faculty member at the State
University of New York at Stony Brook, the University of Michigan and Michigan
State University, where he taught medical ethics, health policy and the social
organization of medicine in the College of Human Medicine. Dr. Hogan published
more than five-dozen professional articles on health services research and health
policy. He has published seventy works of fiction.
Poetry:
Ginger Strivelli has had her writing published in the book ‘Which Witch is Which’
published by Llewellyn Publishing in 2004, also in Marion Zimmer Bradley’s
Fantasy Magazine, Green Egg Magazine, Circle Network Magazine, The Ultimate
Unkown, and various other publications over the last 27 years. She has an article
forthcoming in Autism Parenting Magazine’s Autumn 2017 issue.
James Croal Jackson is the author of The Frayed Edge of Memory (Writing
Knights Press, 2017). His poetry has appeared in The Bitter Oleander, Rust +
Moth, Cosmonauts Avenue, and elsewhere. He has won the William Redding
Memorial Poetry Contest and been a finalist for the Princemere Poetry Prize. Find
him in Columbus, Ohio or at jimjakk.com.
Sarah O. Oso is a student at Georgia Institute of Technology
Lisa Zimmerman lives and works in Colorado. Her latest collection of poetry is
THE HOURS I KEEP (Main Street Rag
2016). https://mainstreetragbookstore.com/?product_tag=lisa-zimmerman Lisa’s
poems have appeared or are forthcoming in Cave Wall, Hamilton Stone Review,
Gravel, Poet Lore, and other magazines. www.lisazimmermanpoet.com
John Stupp is the author of Advice from the Bed of a Friend by Main Street Rag. His
new book Pawleys Island has been published by Finishing Line Press. Recent poetry
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has appeared or will appear in The Greensboro Review and Poetry Daily, Poet Lore, The
American Poetry Journal, LitMag, The Tishman Review, Silkworm, Slipstream, The Pittsburgh
Post-Gazette, South Florida Poetry Journal and The Rising Phoenix Review. His poem
“Goat Island” was nominated for a Pushcart Prize in 2016 and his poem “No
Luck” is a Best of the Net Nomination for 2017. He lives near Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania.
Links to obtain books:
https://www.amazon.com/Pawleys-Island-JohnStupp/dp/1635342201/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1502379854&sr=11&keywords=John+Stupp
https://www.finishinglinepress.com/product/pawleys-island-by-john-stupp/
https://mainstreetragbookstore.com/?product=advice-from-the-bed-of-a-friend
Yu-Han Chao was born and grew up in Taipei, Taiwan, received her MFA from
Penn State, and is currently working towards a degree in nursing. The Backwaters
Press published her poetry book; and Dancing Girl Press, Imaginary Friend Press,
and Boaat Press published her chapbooks. Her short story collection is
forthcoming with Red Hen Press. Her website is www.yuhanchao.com.
Allison Cummings is a professor of English at Southern New Hampshire
University and has published poems and essays in various journals.
Kathy O’Fallon is a psychologist living in Fallbrook, CA. Her poetry and short
fiction have been published in dozens of literary journals, magazines and
anthologies, along with three chapbooks. Her manuscript, “Listening for
Tchaikovsky” has been a finalist in two book contests, one which is pending.
Juleigh Howard-Hobson’s writing has appeared in many places, including The
Lyric, Mezzo Cammin, Verse Wisconsin, and The Raintown Review. As well as
garnering other awards, she has been twice nominated for the Pushcart Prize. Her
fourth and most recent book is Remind Me (Ancient Cypress Press).
John Andrews’ work has appeared in Redivider, The Boiler, Columbia Poetry
Review, and others. His first book, Colin is Changing His Name is forthcoming
from Sibling Rivalry Press in the June 2017 and it was a finalist for the 2015 Moon
City Poetry Award. He holds an M.F.A. from Texas State University and currently
he is working on his Ph.D. in English at Oklahoma State University where he
serves as an associate editor for the Cimarron Review.
Sarah Krenicki has had work published in Gemini Magazine, Amygdala, and Rats
Ass Review, among other places. She lives in the woods and works for a nonprofit
where cows routinely block her access to the parking lot. She believes a day without
cheese is a day wasted.
Simon Perchik is an attorney whose poems have appeared in Partisan Review,
Forge, Poetry, Osiris, The New Yorker and elsewhere. His most recent collection is The
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Osiris Poems published by box of chalk, 2017. For more information, including free
e-books, his essay titled “Magic, Illusion and Other Realities” please visit his
website at http://www.simonperchik.com.
Marissa Glover lives in Florida, where she was born and raised, but she isn’t to
blame for election results. When she isn’t mothering or teaching, Marissa shares her
thoughts more than necessary, which she considers a form of charitable giving. If it
counted as a tax deduction, she’d be rich. Her work has appeared or is forthcoming
in various journals including The Opiate, Rat’s Ass Review, Solstice Sounds, and
Strange Poetry.
Laryssa Wirstiuk is a poet and writer based in Los Angeles, CA, where she lives
with her miniature dachshund Charlotte Moo. Her writing has been published in
Word Riot, Gargoyle Magazine, and The Chronicle of Higher Education, among
other venues. You can view her portfolio here: http://www.laryssawirstiuk.com
Tim Height is a recent graduate from the University of Pittsburgh. Working
toward honing his craft he attempts to capture a variety of emotions and subject
areas – from the political to the mathematical, and from sorrow to pure awe. He
strives to elicit emotions that feel paradoxical and inspire thoughtful analysis.
Influenced by meeting with Jeffery Levine during a residency at Mass MoCA
workshop in 2016 Michael Head is a 42-year-old writer/musician from Cape Cod
Massachusetts. He’s been published several times at White Plum Press
(poetrynook.com), and in anthologies in England and in the anthologies for The
International Library of Poetry in Maryland. He has two self-published books of his
own poetry: “Solstice” (2007), and The Mayfly (2011) at Authorhouse. Michael has
released an album of Acoustic Rock (music, of course) called “Sunburnt” in late
October of this past year.
Konstantin Rega adheres to the philosophy that every word in a poem is at the
poet’s expense. He is a student at The University of Kent in Canterbury, England
studying British & American Literature and Creative Writing. He was born in
Krasnoyarsk, Russia. The Claremont Review and The America Library of Poetry
has published is poetry. He identifies his poems as neo-modernist, which he sees as
a revival of the modernist traditions focusing on a poem’s sounds and the duplicity
of the visual, combined with making the personal universal.
It has been over half a century since the Latin American Boom in literature,
and Julio Cesar Villegas from Belleville, New Jersey has made it his life goal to
usher in the new Latin American Boom for the new generation of writers.
Tristan Joseph Boisvert was born on the 308th day of the year to a Canadian
carpenter and a British nurse. He was named after a fictional veterinarian. He lives
in France on far-fetched reveries and croissants.
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Art:
Charles Wilson is an artist, poet, and musician from Virginia Beach.
Fabrice Poussin teaches French and English at Shorter University. Author of
novels and poetry, his work has appeared in Kestrel, Symposium, The Chimes, and
dozens of other magazines. His photography has been published in The Front
Porch Review, the San Pedro River Review and more than 200 other publications.
Pat St. Pierre is a writer for adults and children in fiction, nonfiction, and poetry.
She has had many online and in print works published in a variety of places. Her
third poetry book “Full Circle” was recently published. She is also a freelance
photographer whose photos have been featured as covers and also appear online.
Some photos can be found at 4 Ties Lit Review (issue 3), Sediments, Gravel, Our
Day’s Encounter, Poetry Pacific, The Camel Saloon, etc. Her blog
is www.pstpierre.wordpress.com
Catherine Roberts Leach’s fine art photography has appeared in solo and group
exhibitions in galleries across the United States from New York and D.C. to
California and Oregon. Her images have been published in a number of journals,
including Winter Tangerine Review, and CALYX Journal. In addition, at the
request of Yoko Ono, a Leach anti-war image appeared on the cover page of her
website, imaginepeace.com.
Born in Buffalo, New York, Mark Yale Harris spent his childhood enthralled in a
world of drawing and painting. Though honored for his creative endeavors, he was
encouraged to pursue a more conventional career. After finding conventional
success, the artistic passion that existed just beneath the surface was able to present
itself. Harris began sculpting, and has since created an evolving body of work in
stone and bronze, now featured in public collections, museums and galleries
worldwide, including: Booth Western Art Museum – Cartersville, Georgia; the Four
Seasons Hotel – Chicago, Illinois, and the Open Air Museum – Ube, Japan.
Christopher Owen Nelson thrives in the vast arid landscape of the American
West. As a Colorado native, he studied fine arts at Rocky Mountain College of Art
and Design where he learned classical methods. While developing a deep
appreciation for composition and form, Nelson focused on employing alternative
materials; sculpting with carpet, found objects and glass. He pursued a career in
construction, gaining valuable knowledge in concrete, steel and woodworking that
would eventually lay substructure for a new and innovative artistic approach.
Electric power tools became primary instruments, with paints and textiles applied
at later stages in conceptual evolution.
Jenn Powers is a writer and photographer from New England. She is currently
writing a CNF memoir and her most recent work is published or forthcoming in
Hayden’s Ferry Review, Jabberwock Review, The Pinch, Gulf Stream Lit Mag, and
Raven Chronicles, among others. Please visit www.jennpowers.com.
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Toni Martsoukos is a Baltimore native. She grew up in South Baltimore and spent
a lot of her childhood roaming around Fort McHenry. She is a lover of live music
and a foreign film enthusiast with previous experience creating, maintaining and
updating the foreign film section for an independent video store for seven years.
Toni has been cultivating a rapt interest in photography for the past three years.
Many pictures are taken with her iPhone 4 and many have recently been taken with
her Nikon 1, a birthday gift from the most generous brother in the world, George.
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Worker 1 by
Catherine Roberts Leach

Poetry
Nishat Ahmed is a 2nd Year Poetry MFA Student at Old Dominion University
who borrows his friend’s dog just to go to dog parks and see cute puppies.
Otherwise, he can be found holed up in his room indulging in the sweet, sultry
musical stylings of Fall Out Boy. Nishat is the author of “Ghosts In Bloom,” was a
poetry editor for Barely South Review, and his work has been published by Words
Dance, Sobotka, and the Mochila Review.
Ben McClendon is a PhD student at the University of Tennessee and a graduate
of the creative writing program at Northern Arizona University. His work has
appeared in Indiana Review, Chautauqua Literary Journal, Yemassee, Toad Suck
Review, Cæsura, The Chariton Review, Redivider, and Rattle. Once, while walking
near the forest, he saw a dog.
Sarah Pringle received her M.F.A. from Old Dominion University in 2014 where
she worked as the coordinator of the Writers in Community project. She has also
served as a poetry editor for Barely South Review and Green Briar Review. She’s a
citizen of the USA and Canada; and goal her in life is to travel as much as possible!
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Abby Brunt is an MFA candidate in Poetry at Old Dominion University in
Norfolk, Virginia. Her favorite poetry often incorporates lyrical and formal
stylistic elements, but she can also appreciate zany thought provoking
experimentalism. She has a deep love of art and ekphrasis. She works as a certified
massage therapist and has been practicing for seven years. When not writing and
reading, Abby enjoys cooking, spending time at the ocean and traveling to places
she’s never been before. In everything, she is motivated by her desire to
experience the world broadly and to question it deeply.
Zoe Phoenix Hitzel grew up in the plains, met her gender in the desert, and
found her heart on the west coast. She earned her MA in Creative Writing at
Northern Arizona University, and nabbed her MFA in Creative Nonfiction at
Oregon State University. When not writing, she hikes, builds computers, tinkers
with her bicycles, and plays online video games. She keeps a blog of her
transgender experience, zenoted.wordpress.com, and her work has appeared in
entropy, pacificREVIEW, The Chariton Review, and elsewhere. Zii is a citizen of
the wind and currently lives/moves between Tennessee, Missouri, Arizona,
California, and Oregon.
Amanda Gomez is an MFA candidate in poetry at Old Dominion University.
Some of her works have been published in the Eunoia Review, the Ekphrastic
Review, the Manchester Review, Expound Magazine, the San Pedro River Review,
and Avalon Literary Review.
Joshua McGarry
Non-Fiction
Lin Kaatz Chary is a Perry Morgan Fellow in the Creative Writing Program at
ODU in Creative Non-Fiction and she also writes poetry. She is the winner of the
2016 ODU College Ruhi Dayanim Poetry Prize. A Yankee from the shores of
Lake Michigan, and old enough to be everyone’s grandma, she is loving it in
Norfolk, although hating the heat and living without air conditioning. She enjoys
hanging out with her Lassie-look-alike Sheltie, Flirt, the other writers in the
program, Fellini’s thin-crust gourmet goat-cheese pizza, Borjo’s brownies, and
reading murder mysteries by women. She is trying to acclimate to the jets that fly
really low over her duplex on a regular basis from the near-by military base.
Ellie White holds a BA in English from The Ohio State University, and an MFA
from Old Dominion University. Her poems and creative nonfiction have been
published or are forthcoming in Antiphon Poetry Magazine, Harpur Palate,Tincture, and
several other journals. Her chapbook, Requiem for a Doll, was released by ELJ
Publications in June 2015. She currently lives near some trees and big rocks outside
Charlottesville, VA.
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Molly St. Clair is a California native with a Master’s degree in Literature from
Northern Arizona University who teaches community college in (her spare) (all of
her) time
Fiction
Tyler Beckett is a guy from Georgia who is trying to unpack what all that means.
He earned his MFA in Fiction from Old Dominion University and his BA in
English at Lee University. He writes and jokes and occasionally self-edits.
Arron Lawhon is a 3rd year MFA Student at Old Dominion University and Fiction
Editor for Barely South Review. He hails from Texas.
Chrystal Trapani is a voracious reader and writer. With her M.A. in English, she
works as an adjunct at Old Dominion University. Her closest minions refer to her
as a brilliant anti-hero who wields sarcasm as her sword. When her head is not
buried in manuscripts or texts, you can find her snuggling her dogs (giant breeds)
or immersed in a world of digital fantasy via video games.
Robert Mateo Keegan Burbano
Matthew Hillary
Art
Jude Larrimore is married to the Editor of Four Ties Lit Review and is blessed
with 2 four-legged fur-babies and 1 finned friend. She studied art, art history, and
education at Goucher College. Following her heart in all things, she earned three
Associates Degrees in Early Childhood Education, math, and the environmental
sciences. She worked in a photography lab and was owner / artist of her own mural
and specialty painting company. Life’s “Plan B” has taken her to Colorado,
Arizona, and Virginia. Her current full-time job is for a research and publishing
company in the change management field. She is happy to be a part of Four Ties as
Art Editor, as art has been one thing that ties all life’s pieces together.
Editor / Founder
Matthew Larrimore was born and raised in Baltimore, Maryland, but spent six
years in the west, first finishing his BA at Northern Colorado University then
earning his MA in English with an emphasis in Creative Writing in May 2012 from
Northern Arizona University. Since then he relocated to Virginia to earn an MFA
in Poetry from Old Dominion University (2016). He’s an annual journal veteran
and served as the managing editor of Thin Air Magazine. He teaches composition
and literature as an Adjunct Professor at ODU. His own work has appeared in The
Princess Anne Independent, The Noise, Poetry Pacific, and Aproposthearts.
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Raining in Baltimore
by Toni Martsoukos
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